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A M

AGE FROM THE

PRESIDENT

By Ken Williams
This year, Sierra is celebrating its
tenth anniversary as a oftware company. Simultaneously, Br0derbund and
Origin Systems are also celebrating
theirs. I really can't recall any other
software companies that have been
around that long except Microsoft and
Digital Research. There are no companies I can think of celebrating their
eleventh, t welveth or umpteenth anniversary. The personal computer
software indu try is only a little over ten
years old.
Through the years numerous
magazine articles and books have told
the history of Sierra. What I've tried to
do here is to document the evolution in
the computer and software industry that
ha taken place during my career.
Separately in this new magazine are articles by Doug Carlston, Pre. ident of
Br0derbund. about the indu try's early
days and by my brother, John Williams,
about Sierra's growth a a company. l
hope you enjoy our nostalgic memories.
For a person interested in computers
there cannot have been a better time to
have been born. My career in the
computer industry began at a time that
allowed me to witnes . in a very
compre sed time period, the complete
evolution of the computer industry.
My first memory, vaguely recollected, of a computer goes back twenty
year to 1969 when for some reason I
received a tour of the UCLA college

campus. I was in ninth grade in high
school. The college had a computer of
some ort with a teletype machine attached to it. On that machine was a game
called Star Trek. It was based very loo ely on the TV show and was di played
entirely in text on a teletype (think of it
as an extremely slow typewriter). You
could pilot a spaceship through the
galaxy battling Klingons. I fell in love.
knowing even then that my future would
be in computer .
In 1972, after a brief tint in college,
computer were well along in their
evolution. It was not unusual to find
large mainframe computers filling
whole rooms. My first jobs were in the
Los Angeles area working for service
bureaus. What a service bureau did was
to provide data proce ing services for
companies too mall to have their own
computer. Remember that in those day
almo t any computer wa a million dollar purcha e and that very few companies could afford one of their own. So
instead they would send their work out
to a ervice bureau who would provide
services to hundred of businesses.
The service bureaus I worked for had
a combination of" tate of the art" equipment and left over junk from the early
day . Being inexperienced, I was the one
who operated and programmed the junk
machines.
Have you ever seen a deck of computer
cards? They are 8" by 5" cards with 80
columns of holes, each column repreenting one letter or number. During the
eventies the computer industry was
heavily dependent on cards. To this day,
even on personal computers, you find Little
details. such as the default size of text files
at 80 columns. that only make sense when
you remember that the industry's root are
in decks of card . Some of my first
programming assignment were to physically arrange wires in a patch board so that
two decks of cards could get merged
together in a proper sequence.

For instance. if your company had a
mailing Ii t, you would punch each
customer's name and address into a card.
Your customer list would be repre ented
by a deck of cards with little holes in
them. We had another machine that
would sort the cards. And we had a
machine that would read a card at a time
and display it on the printer. When you
added a new cu tomer we could either
sort the entire deck of cards or ort ju t
today' additions and then merge them
into the big deck.
Can you imagine this? I don't believe
I saw my first tape drive connected to a
computer until 1974. Tape were great.
You could put an entire customer Ii ton
ONE TAPE! The reels of tape were 3/4"
thick and about ten inches around. The
tape decks tood about six feet tall and
were incredibly noisy. An incredible experience in those days was to watch a
ort in progre son a tape drive. You have
to visualize this. We have a customer Ii t
on tape. What is actually on the tape is
an exact magnetic copy of thousands of
cards each representing one customer.
Somehow we want to sort this list from
the random sequence it is now in into zip
code equence. At most, computers in
tho e days (which my current employer
could afford) had I to 2K of memory.
Obviou ly you couldn't read the tape
into memory. So, what you did was to
u e multiple tape drive . u ually three.
This would be a fun program for the
hackers amongst you to write. Sorting in
those days was a big part of our lives.
Data processing really came down to:
punch it on a card, load it on a tape,
merge it into to master data base, and
print it.
Somewhere in the mid l 970's
Roberta started working a a computer
operator and later a a computer
programmer. Roberta wa a great computer operator but an OK programmer.
Co111inued 011 page 35
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King of Arts
It' s your turn to get creative. GRASP, the multimedia
systP.m for IBM PCs and compatibles, let' s you do it all.
Draw backgrounds and characters , then animate
them. Add music and sound effects. Program keyboard
and mouse responses to create your own games!
GRASP makes animation easy, with simple commands
to display, fade , and move images on screen. GRASP
includes PICTOR , the paint program that lets you
create your own images; CAP, which captures screens
from other programs and games; and INSET, which
prints images on your printer! And with GRASP you
can add studio-quality sound accompaniment through
your music card or CD-ROM player.
Need more? GRASP has all the features of Basic, C,
and other programming languages. Keep track of
scores , display text, and get user input from the
keyboard and mouse. GRASP works in CGA, EGA, VGA,
and extended VGA modes , up to 800x600 and
1024x768.
GRASP version 3 .5 -- $ 1 99 plus $6 S / H.
Hard disk and 256K RAM required.

" Grasp is clearly the hands-dow n w inner in terms of sheer power, flexibility, and speed .
othing else even comes close.''

- PC Magaz ine

Paul Mace Software. 400 Williamson Way, Ashland. Oregon 97520 Phone 800-523-0258, 503-488-2322

TIME LINE
SIERRA AND THE
PERSONAL COMPUTCR
INDUSTRY

SIERRA'S

1979
June
-Apple releases the Apple
II+ with 48K (Ken's first
compwer)
-CompuServe enters the
infonnation service industry
- Apple releases first printer Silenrype

1980
March
-Apple FORTRAN re lea. ed

May
- Ken and Roberta release

Mystery House
September
Apple 3 released
-Sierra (On-Line Systems)
releases its first action game

1981
March
-Sierra (On-Line Systems)
releases its first word processor

August
- lBM PC released

A Relatively Long Article on the Short
by John Williams as told to Marti McKenna

T

he story of the beginnings of Sierra On-Line has been told a dozen times over the
last year . There was the fir t profile of Ken and Roberta in September 1980 of now
defunct (but then all powerful) Softalk Maga:ine. There were the account of their
growth published in the book Hackers, and the book Software People, and a variety of articles
in such publications as the Wall St. Journal and People Magazine. A numberof these accounts
were written by myself for inclu ion in Sierra· catalog and this magazine, and even more of
them appeared in the industry journals that seem to come and go with the emergence of each
new personal computer.
For those hundreds of thousand (perhap million ) of Sierra game players that have read
those accounts, I offer a different view of the emergence. adole cence, and now some would
ay dominance, of the software company that people now know as Sierra On-Line, Inc.
For the record, my name is William too Uust like Ken and Roberta). The first name is
John. I'm the Williams you haven't heard ofor from, working behind the scenes a a marketer
and promoter of the products of Sierra. I was an observer of Ken and Roberta long before they
got involved in the computer software indu try. (As the joke goes, /' l'e known Ken since
practically the day I was horn). I've seen a side of the emergence of thi company that few
other have seen.

1982

In The Beginning - A Call From Ken

April
- Sierra wins Video
Magazine ·s Arcade Award
for Jawbreaker

September
-Sierra wins Soft.sel Hot List
Best Seller Award for Frogger

1983
January
-Apple rele~ es Lisa computer

March
-IBM PC XT released
-Apple Ile released

April
-Apple hires John Scully
-Sierra win Electronic
Games Magazine ·s
Certificate of Merit for Best
Arcade/Action Computer
Game for Crossfire
-Sierra moves headquarters
from Coarsegold. CA to
Oakhurst. CA

In early 1980, when Ken and Roberta launched the company that would be known as Sierra
On-Line, Inc., I actually had had very little contact with them. Their home was the small town
of Simi in outhern California, thou ands of miles away from lllinois where I was going to
school. The first I learned of the company wa in May of that year when my oldest brother,
Ken, gave me a call that would change my life.
I'd like to say that it was a momentous conver ation, but that wasn't the way it eemed at
the time. It went more along the line of Ken on the phone saying "Hey John, Roberta and I
wrote this piece of so/Mare and the computer stores out here seem ro sorta like it. If I send
you a few copies of it, would you sort of, you know . .. show it around to the computer stores
ow there?"
My respon e was "Uh , sure . . . I guess" and a little later in the conversation I learned
from Ken that software was something that ran on computers. At the end of the call, I
remember that I had no idea what the software did. what it looked like, or even what a
computer tore was. I looked "computers·· up in the Yellow Pages, found a list of what I
assumed to be computer stores, and looked for Ken's package to me in the mail. In doing
this, l unknowingly became the first-ever "distributor" of On-Line Systems (as Sierra was
rhen known) products outside the state of California.
The product was. a those familiar with the story know, Mystery House. I examined the
package as soon as I got it, and it claimed that what I would find inside was a computer game.
To be hone t, thi surprised me. Ken didn't have a fun bone in his body back then (he was
a chronic workaholic). I'd have expected it to be a database or a compiler (whate\'er those
24 Hour Sierra Hint Lines
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History of Sierra On-Line, Inc.
were). Anyway, I took it to the Computerland in Downers Grove,
Illinois the next day. The rest (for me at least), was history.
Wherever I visited a computer store, be it Peoria, Illinois or
New Orleans, Louisiana, the game was a hit. Never mind that I
had to hand the game di k to the retailer I was trying to "sell" the
game Lo because I djdn 't know how to boot a game disk from
BASIC. l always walked out of the store with an order. lt seemed
that Roberta and Ken had written a game that all those Apple
owners out there (of which we knew there were at least 50,000)
definitely wanted to play.

Software Capital of the World COARSEGOW, CALIFORNIA???

two "state-of-the-art" dual disk drive Apple II systems. This cut
our duplication Lime to under 5 minutes per djsk, and we were
finally able to keep up with demand for our products.

The Early Success
We were all excited that the business was booming. Our success
at the office of course meant some rewards at home too.
There was the day that Ken bought the fir t desks and chairs
for the company, and J got to take my dining room table home.
Ken never did take his bar stools and floor lamps home, but he
owned the place.
When we made the "big switch" from TVs to computer
monitors at the office and stopped using portable TVs, I watched
television at my hou e for the first time in years. I remember that
some people at the office didn't think the move to these computer
"monitors" was such a good idea.
I even remember the giddy and giggly party Ken had the day
we hired our twenty sixth employee (the last company Ken had
worked for had only employed 25). It had a "cowboy" theme, and
we all wore cowboy hats (which isn't at all out of place in our

Around Christmas of 1980, Ken invited me to join Roberta and
him in a little town where he had moved. I loaded up my Pinto
station wagon for the ride. l arrived about the 12th of December
as On-Line Systems Employee Number 0001.
IL djdn't seem like a good move at the time. I earned more in a
month distributing Ken's games than I would in my first year as a
company employee. Also, the company was based out of
this itty bitty little town called Coarsegold, California.
Our facility was a cramped IOx 10 room.
It was pretty dismal and definitely not high-tech (a
word I learned much later). It was not an auspicious
beginning for the company that would become the
town's-and the county's-biggest employer.
From the first few years, all I can remember of the
company is its steady growth. We went from one
employee (yours truly) Lo two, to ten, and so on. We even
hired a real computer programmer after about six months
(Warren Schwader, who's still with the company) and a
few "customer support" people to help us handle the
volume of caJls we got for adventure game hints each
day.
As our facility got more professional, we moved to
Some earlv Sierra staff members in a relaxed mome/l/ circa 1981 . SCI system co-developer
automated equipment. At first "automated" meant that we
Jeff Stephenson is t!iirdfrom 1he left. and a very young John Williams .is on 1hefar right.
started using something called "Seal A Meal" (a kitchen
small town). We invited the whole industry and everyone came.
appliance that melted plastic bags closed) instead of putting our
The area only had about 15 hotel rooms then, so much of the
disks in Zip-Lock baggies. Inside of a year, we had no less than

'
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1984
January
-Macintosh 5 I 2K released
-Sierra releases King's
Quest I, it'> first 3-0
Animated Adventure Game
August
-IBM PC AT released
April
-Apple Uc released
-Sierra wins Family
Computing Magazine's
Critic's Choice Award for
BC's Quest/or Tires
November
- Tandy I 000 released

1985
April

-King's Quest II released
Summer
- Atari releases the 520ST
-Sierra move headquarters
from Golden Oak Drive to
the Sierr.i Professional
Building
-Commodore relea.,es the
Amiga
-Sierra wins Family
Computing Magazine·-.
Critic's Choice Award for
Fuz.zywomp

1986
September
-IBM PC XT/286 relea-.ed
-Atari releases the I Cl40ST
April
-Apple releases the enhanced
Macintosh 5 I 2K
September
-Apple JIGS released
November
-King's Quest III ships

indu try slept on the floor of my living room that night. Others stayed at one of the many
"programmer houses" Ken had bought to house company employees, and a few even slept in
their old campers and Volkswagen vans (it was a ve1y differe/1f indus//y then). A whole bunch
of "the industry" even spent the weekend with us, going to nearby Yo emite [National Park],
and doing some early water skiing on local Bass Lake.
For a while, it seemed that the world was our oyster and that, as hard as we tried, we just
couldn't do anything wrong. Sure, we had a few games that didn't sell the way we wanted
them to (one of our games called Theology had ended up selling less than JOO copies) and we
also had some legal hassles (because of copyright issues we had to rename our first word
processor from SuperScript. to SuperScribe, and finally to ScreenWriter), but in general,
business was great. Our competitors were our friends (there was plenty of business for all) .
The computer companies loved us, and the public just couldn't seem to get enough of our
software.

Our First Lawsuit
Somewhere around 1982, the company hit its first rough spot. We were like a five-year-old
on our first day of school. It eemed that the fun was over ... now we had a lot to learn.
Around that time, we met our first bully. It was the big kid on the block, Atari. We made
the mi take of elling agame that looked a whole lot like one of theirs (ours was a truly original
and fun game called Gobbler. theirs a virtually unknown game called "Pac" something or
other).
We were young and sort of foolish, and we thought we could take on this big company.
Unfortunately, Atari had these lawyers (ahow ten of them) and we didn't. Atari sued us for
trademark infringement, counterfeiting, copyright violation and everything else they could
think of.
Along with the "preliminary injunction" that the Atari lawyers sought, they also had gotten
a judge to send Federal Marshalls up to Sierra to confiscate our "counterfeiting machines"
(which meam any computer we had on the premises). Not knowing we could go to jail for it,
we hid the computer in the trunks of our cars. The lo. s of revenue associated with having our
computer equipment confiscated was meant to cut off all our revenue. However, our heavy
legal fees might well have done the job themselves.
When it went to court, it was an interesting situation. We were young. upstart hackers facing
one of the finest pinstriped legal teams in the nation. When I look back at the time, I realize
that we didn ·1 eventually "win" the Atari case, we (computer hackers) were just such a new
phenomenon that we literally confused both our opposing counsel and the courts into
submission .

1987
April
-IBM PS/2 line introduced
(including the PS/2 Model
701386)
-Atari begins shipping
MEGA computers
-Sierra wins Software
Publisher-. As-.oeiation
award for Leisure Suit
Larry in the Land of the
Lounge Li2.ards
-Sierra win!-. Softsel Hot
List Hottest Product Award
for King's Quest III

The xrapJ11cs i11Sierra'sfirsr11ame offering,
.. M\'sterv House". look crude"' comparilmi to todav's producrs. bur rile whole
concepr of rexr + .~ruphics was pre/I)• rel'Ol11rio11ary i11 1980!

Ke11 and Roberta a/fend rhe 1989 Sofrware
Puhlishers' Associarion Awards Banquer
and wall.. offwirh the "Besr Ad1·e11111re or
Fa111asy Role-Playinx Game" award for
King's Quest }V.

24 Hour Sierra Hint Lines
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Rather than go into the ca e and the various arguments, this
piece of the trial proceedings, where an Atari Lawyer tries to get
Ken to produce the initial design documents on our game, just
about ays it all ...
ATARI LAWYER (to Ken): Isn't it a fact that typically
the programmer who designs these games at least produces
a flow chart then writes out the source code manually prior
to punching it in?
KEN: No.
ATARI LAWYER (trying to be sarcastic): You mean
they simply sit down at the keyboard and write the program???
KEN: My programmers are too la:y to make any sort of a
flow chart. In most cases, they don't e1•e11 know where
they' re going when they start a program . They just try to
get a routine working then put in a background, and from
that they usually move toward some game.
Exchanges like this, along with the fact that our programmers
couldn't even find their source code or other initial programming
code (they didn't label their disks and there was no such thing as
a "hard disk" then). combined into a favorable verdict. The judge
declared that there wasn ' t enough evidence around for Atari to
make any sort of claim to anything. I think he was just hopele sly
confused by it all ...
If Atari had won this legal battle, the whole company would
likely have been lost to them, and the company known as Sierra
wouldn't exist today. Instead, the action makes a great story, and
resulted in one of the biggest collector's items in the lore of the
company-it's a ba eball-style 3/4 length sleeved tee-shirt with
the simple inscription "On-Line: 1, Atari: 0."
Eventually, of course, Ken voluntarily overturned the Atari vs.
On-Line Systems verdict, acknowledging that Atari did in fact
have an "intellectual copyright" to the design of this computer
game. It was the first legal decision over whether one computer
company could "own" a computer design (at least if they could
own a screen that had a little guy in a ma:e m1111chi11g dots with
things chasing him) and it could have served as a legal precedent

in the numerous "look and feel" lawsuits currently running around
the industry.
Instead, it is virtually ignored by the legal community-which
is probably ju t as well.
For those who arc interested. this period of Sierra's history is
very well chronicled in a book called Hackers by a guy named
Steve Levy. (Steve actually lived in my house when he wrote the
hook). l'm a little embarras ed by what's written in it, to be quite
honest. ft 's ort of like when your Mom brings out your baby
pictures to show to your friends (and proceeds to tell them how
hard you were to potty train). We did a lot of just plain dumb stuff
back then . We were lucky enough to grow out of most of it. Sierra
was fun then (sort of like a fraternity or a summer camp) but we
grew up before we knew it.

Sierra Grows Up
It was early J982, and Sierra couldn't keep up with the demand
for its products. We were growing out of our office space quicker
than we could find new space (there was less than 5 ,000 feet of
office space in the whole town then). Our ales were often held
back because we couldn't afford enough raw materials to build
product. Just as we were ure that the company couldn't take any
more growth, along came the big company - IBM. We had to
grow, and we needed money to do it.
We learned the meaning of the word "venture capital" that year.
No one here at the office ever quite figured out how Ken did it,
but he made a deal with financial wizard Jacqui Morby of prestigious TA Associates of Boston, and took in a few million bucks
in venture capital money for a comparatively small piece of the
company.
This wasn't a .. sale'' of the company by any means. When we
were given the money, it was made very clear that they expected
u · to put every cent of it back into Sierra. We needed lo upgrade
management (the ai•erage age of a manager then was probably
less than 25 ). We needed to get a better manufacturing facility. We
e pecially needed better marketing and better R&D (Research
and Development).
Briefly put, along with the taking of
venture capital came the "growing up
process." The computer industry at that
time was looking at better than a 300%
compounded growth annually, and the
projections were even better.

A Computer in Every
Home?

A/1ho11gh we have 0111i::row11 rhe Sierra
Professional 811ildi11~. ir still houses our
Oualitv Assurance ai1d Puhlic Relations
Depaitmenrs. and se1·eral Game
Developmem teams.

Some earlr Sierra products and awardsrhe hegi111iings of a continuing trend of
innovation and e.1celle11ce.

At the time Sierra took its first venture
capital, the idea of a computer in every
home was not just a goal or dream for
those of us in the business, it was the
actual sales forecast for the industry.
Apple introduced the portable and leek
Apple lie. Commodore had the VIC -20
and the industry leading Commodore 64,
Atari had the Atari 400 and 800. Texas
Instrument looked like it might take
over the market with its T/99. and even
Coleco (makers of the astoundingly
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-Sierra wins Computer
Software Service "The
Movers Award" for Donald
Duck's Playground

1988
-Sierra moves from Sierra
Professional Building to current
headquarters at 40033 Sierra
Way in Oakhurst, CA
September
-Apple releases Macintosh fix
-Apple lie+ released
-New configuration for
Macintosh SE released

-Sierra goes PUBLIC!
-Sierra wins top honors in
five categories at the 11th
anual presentation of the
Golden Oak Awards:

Best of Electronic Video:
Sien-a 011-Une Video Cma/og ·88

Best of Print:
Manlumter: New York Poster

Publication:
Space Pistnn Comic Book
(from Space Quest II package J

Poster/Four Color:
Manhunter: New York Poster

Sales Promotion, AN or
Electronic Sale Presentation:
Sien-a On-Une \'ideo Catalog '88
-Sierra wins three Computer
Entertainer Award of
Excellence

Best Adventure/Fantasy
(with graphics):
Manhunter: New York

Best Educational Program:
Mixed-Up Mother Goose

Exceptional Achievement in
Graphics and Sound:
King's Quest IV

1989
January
-Apple releases Macintosh
SE/30
-Sierra wins Computer Gaming
World's Special Award for
Achievement in Sound for
Space Quest Ill
March
-Apple releases
Macintosh CX
June
-IBM PS/2 Model 70/486
introduced
-Sierra ends '89 with 240
employees!
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popular ColecoVision game machine)
was taken seriously with tape drive
based Coleco Adam.
A tampede of major companies
from Parker Brothers and Mattel to
Texas Instruments and Apple, invested
hundreds of millions of dollars to
launch computers that were positioned
as "the TV's, stereos and appliances of
the future."

... And Reality Comes
Crashing In
Sierra, with its eager new "Fortune
500" style management team and its
wealth of venture capital, managed to
invest in each and every one of these
ill-fated computers. We made software
products on cassette for the Vic-20 and
the Atari 400, cartridges for the Coleco
Adam and the Commodore 64, we even
pent hundreds of thou ands of dollars
developing product for the Texas Instruments T/99, which wasn't even out
of development yet when the "conumer computer market'' collap e happened at the end of 1984.
By the end of the year, we were in a
ve1}' tight jam. We had tens of
thousand of game cartridges for cancelled and bankrupt computers like the
V/C-20 and the Coleco Adam. We had
ca sette programs for the VIC-20 and
the Atari 400 and 800 that we couldn't
sell. All told. it was a few million dolrhe years went /Jy we continued to di1•ersifv our produc/
lars worth of inventory that we might As
line . /J1ir developed/ewer arcade sames anc{inore JD Graphic
be able to sell for 3 cents on the dollar. Adl'entures. The production of /11111 /Jooks was a major step.
and nor one e1•eryhody wanted to take.
To add insult to injury, at the time it
looked like our biggest losses were going to come from the library of software we had
developed for IBM's disastrous PCjr computer. This computer, which was promised as IBM's
entry level system for every home, had been a major di appointment for the company. Its
unique graphic re olution of 16 colors, (not the standard 4 color CGA offered then 011 the
IBM PCXT) made it incompatible with other MS-DOS based IBMs and compatibles, and the
market for games on the IBM PC was worse than bad then anyway. We felt like the only
company in history that had bet on IBM and lost.
Our investment in Apple's new flagship Macinto h was also a bad decision for the time.
The computer was labelled "the computer for the rest of us." Although it sold more than 50,000
units in its first I00 days of release, it had not become a good market for computer games.
"The rest of us," it seemed.didn't like the look of computer games on a black and white screen.
We were broke, in debt, and out of luck. Through a massive layoff. we went from over 130
employees to less than 35 in a matter of weeks. Our board of directors (made up of mostly the
venture capitalists that had given us money in the first place) brought in a "hatchet"man" to
help us wind down the company, dispose of its assets, and negotiate its way out of lea es and
overdue debts.*
It looked like the party was completely over, when a most unlikely company saved Sierra
in its hour of need.
• T/11s ··11archer man" was Bmce Dal'ls.11ow Presidem ofMEDIAGENIC (formerlvAcril'lsio11). MEDIAGENIC is now one ofrhe
111dm1ry's lar11esr publishers of camp111er and 1•ideo 11ames.
•
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Radio Shack to the Rescue(?)

Good Times Return ...

From my discussions over the years with Srini Vasan**, who
was a software buyer for Tandy Corporation at the time, I gathered
that Tandy's decision to make its first MS-DOS compatible was
made ometime after the announcement of the PCjr, but before its
tragic demise. Noting immediately that the PCjr lacked refinement, Tandy's goal had been to "improve and refine the de ign of
IBM's PCjr." Within a few months it became known a "What the
IBM PCjr hould have been."
Tandy Corporation, which had developed the industry-pioneering, but now somewhat embarra sing, TRS-80 personal computer,
suddenly had themselves a major success story in the Tandy 1000
computer. With its quality 16 color graphics, its 3 voice music and
its rBM and IBM PCjr compatibility, it quickly became the industry leader in home computing.
The product that Sierra had originally designed for the defunct
PCjr had a whole new market. Better than 8000 Radio Shack and
Tandy Computer centers were new outlets for Sierra's MS-DOS
software. Sierra's King's Quest I adventure game, HomeWord
word processor, and its line of MS-DOS based arcade game
quickly became popular with Tandy computer owner , and with
this ri e in popularity came the recovery of Sierra.

The uccess of Tandy was a precursor to the success of MSDOS as a standard for the home (as opposed to business) market.
Other MS-DOS computers were released at a price range acceptable to home users. The addition of EGA to MS-DOS machines
made them acceptable from a graphics standpoint. Other computers targeted towards the home were introduced by Atari and
Commodore. The Atari ST and the Amiga were quickly added to
the list of hardware platforms supported.
Sierra's line of products grew to include Space Quest, Police
Quest, and Leisure Suit Larry. These games, and their sequels,
were well received by computer audiences. This succes helped
an older, wiser, and somewhat battle-scarred Sierra to grow back
into a leadership position.
By the middle of 1987, Sierra wa back in good shape. Although the company had bailed out of the then lucrative Commodore-64 software market a little early, our products for MSDOS based home computer had quickly become the premium
products in the marketplace. MS-DOS was rapidly becoming the
home computing tandard.

Summer 1990

• · Srini Vasan is nnw Sierra'l Direcwr of lmernarinnal Sales and a 1•0/ued member of our
managemn11 ream.
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We also were growing so fast that we
would require a Jot more memory and a
again needed additional capital for
fairly fast processor - many PCs might
growth. As we had spent all of the venture
have a hard time running them. Thi worcapital we thought we were going to get,
ried us a little, but we thought we had a
solution.
the deci ·ion was made to take the company public. We hooked up with a great
King's Quest IV was Sierra' first SCI
investment banking group, tore through
release, and it was a beauty. The graphic
the mounds of legal paperwork and red
were breathtaking, the animation was far
tape that the SEC had managed to invent
superior to the AGI games, and SCI would
over the last century, and wrote up our
allow us to include a fully orchestrated
"prospectus" which was basically a full
film-score quality soundtrack, which we
explanation of our business. Finally, it
did, although it was a big gamble. The
seemed. we were ready to become a
game was previewed at the June 1988
publicly traded software company.
Computer Electronics Show, where we
Some products from recent vears pose for their
We set the magic date that we would
portrait with the original Sierra logo, t11e world
erected a mini theater complete with a 46"
offer our stock for the fir t time. It seemed
famous Halfdome in nearby Yosemite National Park.
color monitor, a stereo system, an IBM 386
computer, and a Roland MT-32. The shows were invitation only
like a great date-before Christmas (when the company does its
biggest sales of the year) but after our new products were released
(no competitors allowed), and took place every couple of hours.
for the year. This would be the time that Sierra looked its best and
During one demo (which basically consisted ofthe game's opening
full of potential.
cartoon), as King Graham fell to the ground, and the music
welled dramatically, a woman who was watching began to cry. I
feel bad even saying it, but it was then that we knew we had a
winner.
. . . And The Stock Market Crashes
To avoid excluding users with low-end machines, we simulOur magic date, it turned out, was the one now known as "Black
taneously released an AG! version which, frankly, paled by comMonday." The day the U.S. stock market took its biggest dive since
pari on. That fact wasn't lost on the public, who were already a
the great depression. We, of course, had Lo cancel our initial stock
step ahead, having seen the need to upgrade their systems for more
offering as the investment bankers we had worked with on the deal
practical reasons. The average productivity program was demandhad been dealt a deathblow. The stock market would not recover
ing as much from a computer as an SCI game, more in some cases.
to the point where there could be another successful offering for
The SCI version of King's Quest JV turned out Lo be just the kind
some time to come. It was costly, confusing and heartbreaking for
of progress users were looking for from u . (The AG/ version.for
Sierra. On a personal level, it might equate to failing your final
those who are interested, is still available directly from Sierra, but
exams in your senior year. (Editor's Note: In October of 1988, one
it's the SCI 1•ersion you' II find on the shelf at your local so/Mare
year after "Black Monday," Sierra did finally go public, at $9.00
store). Thal little experiment taught us a very important lesson:
a share. As of rhis writing, Sierra stock is up to $19 314, and can
never underestimate the awareness of our users. You're moving
he found on the NASDAQ Exchange under "Sier").
ahead, and o are we.
We didn't know it at the time, of course, but there was a silver
With the astounding success of Roberta's King's Quest IV, it
lining for Sierra in all this. When E.F. Hutton talked, we would no
seemed only natural that Sierra's other designers would latch on
longer have to listen, and our growth continued in spite of the
to SCI: Police Quest II, Leisure Suit Lany II and Space Quest Ill
failed offering.
weren't far behind, and each enjoyed its own version of KQ /V's
Sales continued to grow, and Sierra had a couple of cards up
prosperity. Our users' respon e to the graphics, animation and
its sleeve that would make it an even a better investment during a
sound in Sierra's recent releases has been so overwhelming that
"lock offering some Lime in the future.
we're currently in the process of converting ome of your old
favorites to the SO format.
King's Quest IV and the SCI Standard
In keeping with Sierra's tradition of "looking ahead,'' our
Research and Development staff is. at this very moment, looking
Since the beginning of Sierra's history, Sierra has always had
ahead to the next big techno-wave of the future: CD-ROM. It's
a programming language of its own with which we built our
hard enough to believe that we've gone from a game on one noppy
computer game . In the very beginning, it was the first of many
incarnations of AGL (Adventure Game Languaf?e ), which created
to game that barely fit on ten floppies, but in a couple of years
our very early hits like Myste1y House and Wi:ard & the Princess.
we could be looking at these ame 10 disk games on one little
Later, a dozen different versions of AGJ (Ad1•enture Game InterCompact Disc.
preter) helped us launch the King's Quest, Police Quest, Space
Yep, a lot has happened in ten years -sometimes it seems like
Quest, and the incomparable Leisure Suit Lany series."
just last week I drove into Coarsegold, other times it seems like
In the spring of 1988, this chain of proprietary languages got
I've been here forever. Either way, it' been a heck of a decade,
one link longer with the development of the Sierra Creative
and I think we can all look forward to another one that's at least
as interesting. I don't have any in ide info for you on Sierra's plans
Interpreter (or SCI for short). This new language had better
graphics and animation capabilitie than AG!, and had more to
for the '90s, but you might want to check out Ken's article, page
4, and keep watching the Sierra NewsMagazine for late
offer in terms offlexibility for programmers doing code for parsers
and pointing devices. This meant that games programmed in SCI
~
breaking stories.
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What Lies

?
Projections for the Coming Decade
By John Williams

ell, I 0 years is an awfully long time, and any attempt to guess where
computers will be will likely be wrong. But it's okay to look at "logical
extensions" of what's going on today, both in the industry and in the
research and development lab here at Sierra. As you might imagine,
I spend a lot of time talking to the major players in the computer
hardware industry, so thi article will give you just a glimpse at what's
going on in research and development at Sierra and in the Silicon Valley. The
following ··guesses" at what the next decade will bring are based partially on
facts, but are mostly provided for your enjoyment.

Multimedia: Graphics and Sound
If you 're an IBM owner that has recently upgraded to VGA, an Amiga owner,
or one of those lucky Mac owners with a color screen, you already know that
better computer graphics make for better computer games and application . But
"graphics" are just part of the equation in the "user interface." There's also
animation (screen mm·ement ), soundlrack, and the way that the computer communicates with you (text, icons , speech synthesis, etc).
In the last year. the hot new buzzword for the indu try has been "multimedia"
and it looks to be the future of computing. Multimedia combines television
quality graphics, voice output, stereo soundtracks, quick creen animation and
an intuitive user interface into one package. Everyone from Apple and IBM to
Phillips and Sony seems to be jumping on the multimedia bandwagon, and
multimedia machines and application are slated for mass distribution as early a
next Chri tmas. It's no big secret that Sierra is working on a multimedia version
of King' Quest V for these new machines. and has plans for other multimedia
products in the future.
While there are many differing views of what mullimedia will mean, from
Apple computers much publicized "Knowledge Navigator" to the multimedia
"VCR" style product being championed by AIM (a di vision of North American
Phillips). Everyone seems to agree though, that telev ision quality pictures, true
stereo and voice output, and ease-of-use and quick re ponse from the computer
will be the main components. The surprise is that, for the mo t part, hardware
manufacturers seem to be delivering on the promi e.
In September. Sierra plan to introduce it's own hardware package that will
help current MS-DOS users upgrade their computers to M ultimedia tatus (all
the components are currently available). Other publishers and manufacturers wil I
probably follow suit. Multimedia i 110t just ague s, it's a reality.

Summer 1990
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CDs Solve the Storage Problem

Communications and Connectivity

Not so long ago, few home computer
owners would have imagined that they
could outgrow their 20 meg hard disk.
Today. people seem to run out of room on
their 40meg, and even 80meg hard disks
every time they try to load a new Sierra
game (most of which require just over I
meg of storage each). This has us very
concerned about how users will feel when
they see our upcoming VGA King's Quest
V - it looks like it's going to weigh in at
just over JO meg!
The answer to the storage question, at
least for the next few years, seems to be the
CD. Anyone who has visited a record store
over the last few years is already familiar
with these bright and shiny disks. They've
virtually taken over the market for
prerecorded music (in fact, i(s hard to find
a record in most "record stores" anymore).
For computer owners and software publishers, the introduction of CD will be even
more significant; CDs hold the equivalent
of literally hundreds of floppy diskettes,
can be transported and stored easily, and
they're virtually indestructible.
For publishers, CDs represent a welcome solution to the problem of how to
deliver increa ingly larger software
products to the public. For instance, the
VGA version of Space Quest IV currently
looks like it would have to ship on about
40 low density 5 1/4" IBM diskettes. It
quite literally would not fit in our current
box. As it stands, it looks like we will ship
it instead on twelve 1.2 meg (High Density) diskettes, which is still a lot of ha sle
both for us and for you. Imagine how much
easier it will be for us to duplicate, package
and ship (and for you to have to deal with)
only one mall compact disc.
CDs are ju t beginning to make serious
headway on computers, but the evolution
of the media is already well underway.
Tandy has already announced a future ship
date for their THOR technology, a CD that
will not only let you read data (current CD
technology is read-only) but also write to
the CD. This is already fantastic, but the
price makes it even better; $500 is the
promised price, for a 500 meg CD drive that's just one dollar per megabyte. That's
the best example I can think of to show the
promise that CDs have of being faster,
cheaper, and more convenient than currently available di kerte and hard disk
storage techniques.

In a recent address to the collective
computer hardware and software industry,
industry visionary (and Apple and Next
computer founder) Steven Jobs called the
l 990's "the decade of interpersonal computing". When he said it, Jobs was actually
referring to the way that computer networks would change the way companies
did their computing in the coming decade.
Formal and informal "work groups" forming within a computerized network to help
the corporation get the job done. The
beginning of a new way for the corporate
world to communicate.
I think Steve Jobs was thinking too
small.
I agree that "interpersonal computing"
- the idea that the individual computer
owner will soon find himself acting as part
of a bigger connected computer community - is the next step in the evolution
of personal computing. But I disagree with
Jobs vision of the company office as the
birthplace of this technology. In fact, as
every avid user of Compuserve, GEnie or
Prodigy knows, interpersonal computing
is already a reality.
Interpersonal computing i alive and
well and living on BBS's and on-line services all over North America and Europe.
From the various sysops of FIDOnet that
have formed a task-force to keep data
moving acros the country, to the "informal work group" of hint givers and hint
askers I ee crop up to solve each new
Sierra adventure game as it hits the retail
shelves, this new breed of interaction be-

tween computers and computer users
seems to be more than just a passing fad.
Another aspect of personal computing
that will grow and prosper in the coming
decade include multi-player computer
games. If you can imagine a Leisure Suit
Larry game where every character you see
is controlled by a real person, or a Leisure
Suit Larry sequel where every Lounge
Lizard at the Disco represents a potential
new friend, you begin to see just one of the
uses Sierra has planned for interactive
computer gaming. Sierra is already hard at
work on ways to exploit these new technologies. Recent rumors of a modem based
Leisure Suit Larry games do, in fact, have
a grain of truth in them.
Other potential markets for multiplayer computer games include classroom
simulations where all the students participate, and cross country game shows
where everyone on-line has a shot at winning the grand prize. The possibilities are
practically endless.
Now that we've fol lowed the threads of
today's technology to their logical conclusions, we can only sit back and watch it
all happen. It's hard to imagine that in
another I0 years we'll be bringing you the
20th Anniversary issue of Sierra News
Magazine. In that issue I expect to look
back on thi one and laugh about how
different things are from what we all
thought they'd be - much the way I laugh
today at how we aw the future of the
industry in 1980. I hope you look forward
to that day as much as I do.

I/;)

Cartoon submitted by Danie l We llman , Illinois.
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The Ad Lib Music Carri:

Open your ears and blow your mind.
..

Asteroids are hurtling by. Enemy photons are destraying the rear deflectors. Engines strain as they
~........ ,·.
\ reach critical mass. Suddenly you hit the retros, loop
around, and fire with everything you've got.
And what kind of awesome, breath-taking music
is your computer playing? "Bleep, bop, beep." Pretty weak, eh?
Well listen up. Because now there's the Ad Lib Music Card.
It's the digital music synthesizer that's conquering the final frontier
of truly realistic game playing-totally ear-blasting sound.
Confront the dark overlord, and Ad Lib's 11-piece orchestra
will back you up with gutsy, heart-swelling music. And if you meet
I

...

l

an untimely death, rest assured that Ad Lib's funeral dirge will bring
tears to the eyes of your loved ones.
In fact, the Ad Lib sound is so hot, major game developers are
now designing dozens of new adventures with special soundtracks
just for the Ad Lib Music Card.
Call us at 1-800-463-2686 for the name of your nearest
dealer, for more information, and for the ever-growing list
of major game titles with spectacular Ad Lib soundtracks.
Add the missing dimension to your games with the
Ad Lib Music Card. From a solo to a symphony, Ad Lib's
music makes the adventure come alive.

AdLib

Ad Lib Inc., 50 Staniford Street, Suite BOO, Boston, MA 02114.1-800-463-2686 in U.S. or Canada. 1-418-529-9676 International. Fax: 1-418-529-1159.

New .ble
Compati
Games.
Here are just some of the
hottest new computer games
designed for use with the
Ad Lib Music Card:

Sierra's Space Quest Ill
The Pirates of Pestulon

Electronic Arts"
Kings of the Beach

Epyx·s Omnicron
Conspiracy

Taito"s
Renegade

MicroProse·s
Red Storm Rising

System requirements: IBM PC, XT. AT, or compatible with 256K RAM, DOS 2.0 or higher, CGA. EGA, or monochrome graphics adaptor. and headset or external speaker.
© 1989 Ad Lib. Ad Lib is a registered trademark of Ad Lib Inc. IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.

The list of awards you have won is impressive, including an
Emmy. How did the winning project develop?
At the time I was on staff at NBC in Los Angeles, in the Graphic Art
Department. The Art Director from a project called "NBC-The First
Fifty Years" came to our department instead of going to an outside fi Im
company. They wanted to use somebody inhouse. I don't know if that
was for budget reasons or if they just had a feeling of team spirit. We
didn't ask why, we just took it and ran with it. I storyboarded it, and
created all the artwork with other designers
in the department. I had never really
worked with animation prior to that time
and we didn 't have the facilities to physically produce it, so I worked with an
outside animation producer. We took it to
Bill Melendez, famous for the "Peanuts"
animated lV specials, and they helped
me physically produce it. They had the
expertise to fill out the expo ure sheets
properly and set up the cells so the camera
man would under tand it. This was my
first animation project and I really needed
their technical abilities.

You spent years designing and directing animated television commercials.
Tell me about your part?
There is a lot of collaboration in film
with a lot of different people. That was the
hardest thing for me to get used to initially
because I came from an illustration background where I did the whole thing. The
owner of the studio where I worked also
directed, and we would kick things back
and forth. And there was another designer
there that we kicked ideas around with.
Once I had designed a commercial-this
included storyboarding, designing the
characters, laying out the backgrounds
and character action-I would "hand it
out" to the animators, and give them all
necessary direction. Animators are to the
animation industry what actors are to the
live action film industry. They take the
" layout " and run with them. Once in a
while you disagree with the direction they
run in , but most of the time it's a plus. The
project i " plu sed" through the entire
effort. It's a true team effort.

Your commercials are often ver y
humorous. Did you get to develop the
humor?

Interactive (facing page), a cartoon hy Bill Dm•is, is a new regular
feature of the Sierra News Magazine premiering in this issue.

So many times the title of "director" means getting "kicked
upstairs" into administration and away from creation. You
were able to be a director and still be creative.
Yes. I think you might be confusing the producer with the
director. Anyway, that was the wonderful thing about the small
studio I worked with and what I liked
about commercials. Since commercials
deal with 60 or 30 second, or even 10 to
15 second spots, you can end up doing ten
or twenty films a year. So there is a short
time span per job. They range from six to
ten weeks per project, o you can work on
several projects a year with different
stages of several different projects overlapping each other. With that small studio
l was able to design everything I worked
on. That meant I designed the character ,
I did the story board , I worked out the
color and I actually " laid out" the action
and background for each scene. I didn 't
do each individual drawing. And like I
said earlier I didn 't give actual " life" to
the characters. That's the realm of the
animators. They actually give motion to
the characters. And I would direct that
motion. It's relatively easy to direct in
animation because you do a lot of the
directing with your drawings.

How do animators give the "life"
to the characters?

© ATUS/NATAS

"So your first animated
project won an
Emmy?"

Well, they think in terms of motion.
They take multiple static drawings and
create the illusion of motion . They understand motion, they analyze motion. The
way a character walks or moves makes a
big difference in how you perceive the
per onality of that character.

Is there an equivalent to " Lights,
Camera , Action," a time when you
photograph all the pieces into an end
result?

Yes, but that's an animation camera
man all by himself late at night, lonely, in
a little dark room with just a few lights
and his animation camera. Unlike the live
action film camera man, he sits down and
shoots one "cell" at a time ba ed on exposure sheets. Every cell is annotated on
a sheet of paper called an expo ure sheet.
Thi tell him what cell to shoot at what field size, and how many
frames to shoot of that particular cell; it indicates camera trucks,
background pans and many other pieces of technical information.
The job is pretty much mapped out, and it's a pretty tedious job
for the camera man , who is usually shooting it at night when
everybody else is home sleeping. But don 't get me wrong-there
are good camera men and bad camera men.

"Right. That
was thrilling."

Yes, that is ba ically my work. We
would get an agency storyboard, and they
were usually pretty dry- just kind of an outline of what they
wanted. Then I would work on it and tum it into a " production
toryboard," a "working" tory board. I would write a hundred
gags, and in some situations present all the gags to the agency
letting them take their pick. Then we'd fight back and forth over
which were the better gags. Maybe only 3-5 gags out of the
hundred would make it into the final story board.
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How did you happen to get into doing animated cartoons? Did
you always want to do it, or was it one of those "I started out
to be something else" stories.
No. From way back, as far back as I can remember, I always
wanted to be an artist in some form. My earliest interest was
animation. When I got into Art School and and became very
"serious" I kind of abandoned that whole direction. I was going
to be a painter for a long time. I still haven't given up on the
painting thing, I just don't depend on that for an income. I kind
of got side-tracked into illustration. In art school I would go
back and forth between advertising, package design and paint-

"Computer game technology
is going to enable us to make
games more and more
theatrical, more and more
like real films ..."
ing. l finally ended up with illustration because l really wanted to
draw and paint,andadvertising and package design took you away
from that. Painting really looked like along shot, as far as making
a living, and illustration was one of the last commercial major in
art school where you could really concentrate on drawing and
painting. So I stuck with that. And I think if it hadn't been for the
Emmy Award for that one project at NBC I probably would never
have gotten back into the animation business. That got me a lot of
notoriety and actually one of the animation production companies
who had bid on the project-Kurtz and Friends-became my
eventual employer in the animation industry.

Johnny Magpie told me you grew up a "surfer punk" in LA,
but he isn't always accurate. Any comment?
The term "surfer punk" was yet to be coined in those days.
Surfing was my life from the age of 13 to 18. That whole lifestyle,
at that time, had a great effect on how I perceive things today. The
truth i I continued to surf up until the move to Sierra. It's
something I'm really going to miss, cowabunga.

Johnny Magpie also told me you were a painter for the old
Laugh-In show, and painted Goldie Hawn ... in a bikini?
This Johnny Magpie wouldn't happen to be ... [the rest of this
sentence was edited out - his guess is too close to our closely
guarded secret ofJohnny Magpie 's identity, says the Editor].l was
fresh out of art school, the new kid in the department. I was forced
to paint hundreds of bikini clad starlets. It's all kind of a blur.

To come to Sierra you moved away from the city and into the
mountains-a big change. What made you interested in doing
that?
I think Sierra On-Line. Although the country has been a dream
for years. We tried to pull that off in the early 70's. My wife, my
son and I moved to New Hampshire and I was free-lancing out of
New York and Boston. That worked really well for several years
then economics got tough. This was before FAX machines and
Federal Express, and I realized I had to move back to a big city. I
had worked at NBC prior to that, and they offered me my position
back. So I went back to Los Angeles and kind of gave up on that

dream, thinking, oh it's not really possible to move out into the
country and do the kind of work you do. I hoped it would be
someday, maybe if communications kept going the way they were.
Then I received the offer from Sierra. And not only was it an
opportunity to move into the country, but, also, to take animation
into this new, exciting direction.

As Sierra's first Creative Director, what "new and exciting
directions" do you see opening up?
I think Ken's vision for Sierra is to move it more toward the
film industry, interactive film, and I think his intention in creating
this position was to bring someone from the film industry to Sierra.
We are seeing film companies gening into the computer game
industry and I think this is an indication of the direction the
industry will be heading in the future. Computer game technology
is going to enable us to make games more and more theatrical,
more and more like real films, animated or live action.

I'd like to ask you to "compare and contrast" Sierra On-Line
and films. First, how is computer video similar to the film
industry?
They both have animation, and in some cases live action
(although in computer video the live is digitized). Up to now
computer animation has been limited by its hardware, but I
think every one is speculating that with the promise of CD
technology coming to the industry memory is going to expand

"Another major difference
between the film industry
and computer games is the
interactivity present
in the games....
The player controls
the story line. That makes it
different,that makes it
very different."
and hardware is going to be available to extend the the limit of
software, both the audio and the visual. Pictures and music take
up the most space on disks, and that ha kept us from doing things
like speech. With a larger space to put down our sound and
pictures we should be able to make our animation fuller (more
lifelike), and have more music and add things like speech.

The idea being that we wouldn't be using a computer disk any
more, but actually using a CD?
That's what we hear.

Now, how is computer video different from the film industry?
At this point it is different in that you have the memory on the
floppies to deal with. In film you can shoot as much film as you
want. And as long as you can get an audience to sit in the theater
to watch it, timewise there are no limits.

24 Hour Sierra Hint Lines
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Compared to the way you worked before-story boards and
coding each picture with color-there is a change, isn't there?
Yes, but I think we want to try to implement that here. At Sierra
projects are getting so large, and we are getting so many projects,
we are concerned about losing quality. We
are going to take some of the techniques that
have been used in the film industry to manage
gigantic feature projects and apply them
here. I think we ' LI gain in efficiency along the
way also. It will enable many more people to
work on a project, fini h that project quickly,
and not lose quality. With a story board you
are able to visualize an entire project at the
beginning and locate the pitfalls, the problem
areas, ahead of time before anyone sits down
at a computer to work on anything. We won't
have to trash large sections of a game that
have been developed because they don't work with another part
of the game. We should be able to prevent those types of thing
from happening.
Another major difference between the film industry and computer games is the interactivity present in the games. In the film
industry stories are linear. You plan a film from beginning to end
and you control a viewer all the way along. It is a little bit more

complex in a computer game becau e your players can stay in a
room for any length of game, it is their choice, and they can go off
in any direction they want to go. That makes it different, that makes
it very different. The player controls the story line.

"Education?

Study art, study
photography,
study film and
study literature."

What advice have you for a youngster
wanting to do what you are doing? What
kind of education or background would be
needed?
Study art, tudy photography, study film
and study literature. Writers like Dickens are
wonderful for character development. So I
would say literature, art, music, photography
and filmmaking are all very important.

Computers, perhaps?

Computers ... well, if people can 't learn to
use computers, we are in trouble so J would
say it is good to have some computer knowledge. You don't need
to be an expert, you don' t need to be a programmer. A computer
is a tool , like a paint brush.
I think it is more important to get a strong background in art,
music, photography, filmmaking, and literature.

For more on this topic, read Keeping Up With Jones, The Cinematic Process. on page 38.

Easy Access to Sierra's Hint Database
A whole world of entertainmen~ information, and fun awaits Sierra
customers on PC-Lin~, the online service for MS-DOS computer owners.

Support for Siena Programs
from the Experts
• Use the Sierra Hint Database on PC-Link and become a pro
at games like leisure Suite Larry and King's Quest.
• Get advice on Sierra programs like HomeWord, On-Line, and
others from PC-Link's Software and Computing area.

Software, lnlonnation, and Fun
• Download thousands of software files and programs to keep
and enjoy offline.
• Attend interactive computing conferences, tutoring sessions,
and entertainment events.
• Use the searchable encyclopedia, make travel reservations,
catch up on news, weather, sports, and more!

Call 1-800-545-6572, Ext. 3332
to order your free PC-Link software kit
Summer 1990

Try PC.Link Free!
For only $9.95 per month, you can enjoy unlimited access to PCLink services like the encyclopedia and the latest news. Special
"premium" services, such as software downloading and the Sierra
Database, cost just ten cents per minute.
Explore PC-Link for yourself with our risk-free trial offer. You'U
receive the PC-Link software free and we'U waive your membership
fee for the first month. We'U even give you a free* hour of time to
explore our premium services. Call today for your ki~

PC-Link's There When You Need It!
• Open 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
• Supports many members online at once for easy acces.s.
• No long-distance charges from more than 600 North
American cities - connect with a local call
U!it! of PC·link fl't/uut!S a PC-compalible compu1er with 01 letut ON disk drii'f! and 384K
RAM. a moni1or and modtm, and MS-DOS >'O'lioti 3.Z or grwer. •Rates°" higher dlinng
busUiess hours and~ !he continental Uniu!d SIOJes. PC-Unlc is a regislered Je'1.'ia marlc
of Quantum Compwer ~ Inc. o 1990 Quantum Compu16 ~ Inc.
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Editors Note: Like those "Elvis sighted at wedding of Bigfoot and space alien" articles you' ve read in other computer magazines, the rantings
ofJohnny Magpie should be taken with more than a few grains ofsalt and tongue planted firmly in cheek. Sierra management does not endorse
(and only barely tolerates) the inclusion of this article in the Sierra News Magazine.

By Johnny Magpie

T

HE MAGPIE HITS A HOMER ...
Despite the semi-libelous "disclaimer" repeatedly placed at the
beginning of this column, or maybe because
of it, this reporter thought he' d begin his
periodic tirade in print with an "I told you
so" update from the last column. In that
column, I printed the much denied rumor
that "King Graham would star in King 's
Quest V." This rumor is completely true.
Roberta admits that Graham's the
one. Despite Roberta Williams tight little
lips and the strong arm ecurity wall around
the King's Quest V development project, this
reporter wa the first to announce that King
Graham was definitely going to be the star
of this eagerly awaited sequel.
Although she is till saying she won 't ay
anything about the new project, Roberta
confirmed this fact in not one, but two
sources. Roberta's fir t big slip up came with
an outrageously rare message on Prodigy 's
Adventure Game board which many
thought was from an imposter. This reporter,
through a little re earch, confirmed the
validity of this when the Prodigy ID number
used turned out to belong to none other than
Ken Williams himself.
The second source of the King's confirmation came from Japan, where Roberta
spilled the beans to reporters from
Login Magazine (Japan's top computer
magazine). Perhaps Berta thought she wa
too far from home for news of King's Quest
V to make it back, because her indi screPage 22

tions supplied the Magpie with hi next big
news on King's Quest V
Remember that you heard it here first
peo pl e - King's Quest V is being
developed for three different computer
formats at the same time. That's right,
Roberta 's development group has three
completely different machine versions of the
product underway. Word is, Roberta brought
in an amazingly creative artist from a
popular NBC television show to manage the
graphics and animation development. (No,
the artist is not Bill Davis who did the
graphics for Johnny Carson.) Three completely different sets of graphics are being
produced. Bigger news still is that the first
graphic from King's Quest V will be
found in the June 1990 issue of Compute! Magazine. MORE ON THIS
NEXT ISSUE!!
Al o true, though harder to believe, is
the si lly rumor that the Two guys from
Andromeda were working on a new version of "Mixed·Up Mother Goose."
Look to the " PRODUCTS FOR YOUR
COMPUTER" article in thi s very i sue as
proof that Mark Crowe and Scott Murphy
were spending their time on a new SCI
version of this children 's game.
In a not-so-rare di sagreement with
management, the Magpie would like to ask

Ken Williams this question .... Why have
the two guys from Andromeda been
working on this SCI conversion while
the fans are screaming for Space Quest
IV? Come on Ken , how do you explain
this waste of talent???
Interested and infuriated fans should
write Ken Williams an angry note about
this one - care of this magazine.
Speaking of Space Quest lV, here 's a
rumor that isn' t true... The Magpie can
--on occasion-be wrong, and my report
on the Space Quest IV soundtrack wa one
of l11e e occasions. The Space Quest IV
game will not have a reggae soundtrack
as reported by this reporter last issue. Both
Scott and Mark sought me out to pick on
me about thi s issue personally, and again
as a pair, and I haven't heard the end of it
yet. (I' m sorry, guys, so cut it out, okay?)
Thi s is it for the " Heard it in the
Hallway" column this time readers. I know
the Magpie column is usually longer than
this, but it seems that I'm getting a little
competition these days. For real dirt from
Sierra read What Lies Ahead (page 13)...
John William s gives away more company
secrets in those few pages than I did in my
last three columns!

Cartoon submitted by David Koran, Ohio. Age 15
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LETTERS
Ten-year-old Fan Reports
Falling Victim To King's
Quest Disease
Dear Roberta and Ken
I think I di covered a new disease. K.Q .D.
(King ' Que t Di ease) Any time of day or
night I have lo play one of your game ,
mostly King's Quest. One time 1 played
your games from 8 at night to I :30 in the
morning. All the rest of the night I
dreamed about all the games. I usually
play King's Quest I a little bit, then Ir, III,
or IV a little bit. I then go to bed thinking
of how to solve each puzzle I run into. I
love Kin g's Quest. Changing the subject, I
am 10 years old. I have been playing your
games for a couple of years. I want to ask
a couple of questions. What's the gnome's
name? In King's Quest I, where i the rope
to bring goat to the bridge. I simply can't
get past the shark in Quest IV, or the trolls
in Quest rv. I know to save my game, and
to come back later and keep on trying, and
stay at the end of screen, but are there any
other tricks? When are you coming out
with Que t V? What is it about? I thank
you and everyone else involved In King's
Quest very much.

Lo1•e Jenna Feldberg, Massachuseus.

King's Quest As A Spelling
Teacher And Appreciation
For Goldrush
Dear Sirs
Some time ago I purcha ed King's Quest
I// from a local software tore. The game
appears to be great, but a problem
developed. I also have two young boys
who love to play your games, but they are
omewhat careless. In the course of time
they have managed to lose the in truction
book which contain the magic spells
which are necessary to complete the game.
I called the Customer Service Number
recently and was told to return Di k I with
$5.00 and you would restore the game and
documentation. Enclosed are Di k I and a
check for $5.
I read your latest catalogue which came
with my new copy of Space Quest Ill with
interest. r would like to add an anecdote to
your Ii t. When my older boy was five
years old and in preschool , he was ju t
starting to learn to read. We had just purchased the original King's Quest and he became extremely interested in it. His cousin
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gave him a couple of timely tips, but in
order to play the game he had to learn to
read and to spell. He was so driven by the
game that he would come to u con tantly
with spelling words until he had mastered
them. I thoroughly believe that his desire
to play your game was the cataly t in hi
teaching himself to read.
I also would offer one comment of encouragement. I note in severa l magazine
ratings that Gold Rush! doe not fare so
well. In my opinion it is the best that I
have een that you have produced. The
others are so difficult that it either takes us
several years to so lve or we end up relying
on a hint book . With Gold Rush! there was
just the right balance so that we did nol get
frustrated yet it was interesting to play. I
would like to ee more games like thi ,
and I do recommend it a the fir t game
for anyone who has not tried your products.

Douglas Eland, Illinois

This Young Man Is Full Of
More Questions Than We
Can Classify In One Simple
Heading
Dear Sir
I have two Sierra games on my IBM and I
love them. I've got Space Quest II and
I've only got 56 points (and I can't believe
I even got that much). I think it is more
fun when there are things you have to figure out and when you get to type. And the
graphics are the best (thanks to the ace
graphic designers).
I want to know if poor old King Graham is
going to be the hero or be in another game.
(h just makes me feel sad that the legendary King Graham is mostly forgotten in
the games.)
I also want lo know how the Sierra company puts the information on disks and
who does what and how they get the
coolest and the awesomesl graphics and
how Sierra was started. Maybe you could
make a game that shows buyers how Sierra makes the games and maybe, if the technology is good enough, you could even
make your computer game on that idea.
And buyers could learn to make computer
games and maybe then - dream change from being a TV show star to
being a member of the Sierra On Line Inc.
That's what l want to be when I grow up.
P.S. My dad i a political scientist and
when I told him I wanted to be a member

of Sierra he said " You mean if you are not
smart enough to be a political cienti t you
will work with computers" and J said ''No,
if I'm not smart enough to work with
Sierra, I will be a boxer, and if I'm not
smart enough to be a boxer I will be a
political scientist."

Sincerely Jared Hancock. Utah

Kudos For Copy Protection
Dear Fellow Human Beings
Yesterday I purcha ed The Colonel's Bequest. A I was looking through the box,
noticing the warranty card, I realized that I
have many Sierra games which I have not
registered. I thought I would send them all
in , as uring gainful employment for one
other of my species. (I have ent one or
two cards in lo you in the past.) Of cour e,
I expect to win a new car or something for
buying so many of your games.
I have one or two comments that r would
like to make about your games: In particular, about the copy protection. In your
earlier products the on-disk cheme were
lou y. However, I have just completed
Leisure Suit Larry] and I think the use of
the Nontoonyt tonight magazine actually
adds to the game. I have ju t opened the
box of The Colonel's Bequest and found
the red magnifying glass and the heet of
fingerprints. It makes me look forward to
playing the game. I appreciate the need for
copy protection ; some of us have not yet
evolved into high life forms. I also think
that you folks al Sierra have earned kudos
for your clever integration of copy protection into the game-play itself.
Finally, r have greatly enjoyed each of
your game (and ram not usually a game
per on) especially the Space Quest series.
l would like to ee more humorous
Science Fiction epics with other characters. Another product I would like to ee
from Sierra is a game con truction program. That would be a great deal of fun.
Anyway, I am looking forward to some interesting new product .

Robert Hilleman , Texas .
Editor's Note: We were interested to note
that both these gentlemen suggest a game
about making games. This suggestion,
from different parts of the country, and
even different generations, will be passed
along. No promises, though.
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LETTERS
Rob Holland Tours Sierra
Recently a young man named Rob
Holland visited Sierra with his family.
Rob is 11 years old. He has started his own
oftware business, which he calls
EXIDOS ON-LINE. His latest game i
Name That State which teache the user
about the 50 state . Other games he has
programmed are House Quest, Future
Quest, Prince's Quest, Break In, and Spell
That Word. All of his games have animation. graphics and sound. He says he gets
lots of help and good ideas from his Mom

and Dad, but most of his inspiration comes
from Sierra On-Line.
A few weeks later Ken Williams
received a thank you note from Rob. It was
on disk and wa sufficiently unusual and
interesting that we have taken screen shot
and reproduced it here. Unfortunately, we
cannot show the motion-the plane
"flew," the skier "skied," and the deer
"ran" across the screen.

•

Ken Williams and Rob Holland
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COME TOUR SIERRA &
VISIT YOSEMITE
By Liz Jacobs
Customer Service Manager

"Look, Mom, there's Jim Walls, the Designer of Police Quest!"
"Wow, look it's Roberta Williams. She's the BEST!"
"Hey look, that's Sonny Bonds ... he works in Customer Service!!"
"I can't believe it...I actually SAW 'those two guys from Andromeda'!!!"
These comments are routine when
visitors are touring our facilities.
I think nothing pleases Ken Williams
more than seeing Sierra fans out here
visiting "home away from home". Ken
loves to share his excitement about what
is happening in this industry with anyone
who is a excited as he is.
Your first stop will be the Video Room
to see a video of the programmers, computer artists and musicians at work.
Your video tour will begin with a visit
from Roberta herself. She will explain the
actual role of a "Sierra game designer"
and how she develops a concept into an
actual finished product. From here, we
will visit the desk of one of our graphic
artist's. YOU are actually going to get a
peek at the tools that these creative people
use to bring those "Sierra graphics" into
your home! It is a fascinating demonstration!! Of course, we need you to sit awhile
with one of those "programmer types" and
get a feel for his part in all of this. There
is sooo much brainstorming going on in
that part of the building ... the temperature
is surely 10 degrees hotter than any other
room! Then there is Quality Assurance.
You cannot believe AAAALLL of those
machines lined up wall to wall!! All sizes,
all shapes, all configurations. and even all
colors! Wait until you see those devilish
little grins on the faces of our QA'ERS as
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they "beat" on those soon to be released
games. Finally, the serenity of the music
room, and those brilliant musicians. I'll
have to admit, I STILL think it's pretty
exciting whenever I enter the Music
Department with all of it's high-tech
equipment, and I see these great musicians
sitting around with headphones on ... looking VERY intense, as they delve into their
composing mode. And what about tho e
wild and crazy artists in our very own Art
Department?? I guess you would have to
be a little wild to create those fantastically
creative box covers, posters, newsletter ,
catalogs, and T-shirt designs.
After the video tour you will actually
tour the Art Department and see the
original art for posters and box covers, and
the desktop publishing center for this
News Magazine.
You are going to see how the entire
creative process works, from the original
art work that is submitted by the artist to
the VP of Marketing for approval as a box
sleeve, to the finished product from the
printer. Then there is Customer Service
and the famous Sierra BBS!! You'll meet
our resident sysop and BBS programmer.
Believe me ... modems are going to be the
future of computer users. Our sysop will
fascinate you with the endless possibilities of the modem and our BBS!
When we take you to our Duplication

Department you will hardly be able to
hear me over the hummmm of those
phenominal trace machines! The best in
the west! And who knows ... a we
wander through the Sierra Hallways we
might even come across Ken Williams
himself!
One thing is obviou -SIERRA means
TEAM. It takes the creativity and effort of
everyone working on a project to make it
happen. This is what J don't want you to
miss, so ...
Make your plans now. Head for
California and see all the sight ·-Sierra
On-Line, Yosemite National Park, San
Francisco, Disneyland, Lake Tahoe, and
the list goes on!!
Sierra offers tours daily at 2:30 pm. If
you are planning to come our way. please
call me at (209) 683-8989, and J will make
sure to have a tour guide available. You
need to allow about 1-1 /2 to 2 hours for
the tour. We 're located about 12 miles just
south of the Yosemite National Park
entrance on Highway 41. To reach Sierra
On-Line from Highway 41 in Oakhurst
you tum right at the statue of the "Talking
Bear" (the only toplight in town, and it is
just a blinking red light at a fourway stop
sign). Just past the Post Office you tum
left on Sierra Way, and here you are.
Editor's Nore: Because of expansion of the
Sierra building. some parts of the tour may be
unavailable some days.
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CUSTOMER SUPPORT

SOLUTIONS
featuring

the United State Ambassador who 's being
held hostage by terrorists.

CODENAME:
Iceman

PLOTTING YOUR
COURSE
Together, you and The Captain of the
USS Blackhawk will open a locked briefcase to review the confidential orders ex-

by Kathy Sands

I

F DECODTNG SECRET MESSAGES, ATIACKING RUSSIAN
WARSHIPS OR A RENDEZVOUS
WITH THE USS COONTZ HAS YOU
SUNK . . . READ ON ABOUT
CODENAME: ICEMAN
Did you ever play "Spy" when you
were a kid? I remember getting together
with friends from the neighborhood, turning the bunk bed into a submarine, writing
messages to each other in code and changing into many different disguises. I liked
being a spy; that' probably why J like
Codename: Iceman.
CODENAME: ICEMAN is Sierra's new
spy adventure game. It contain a very
realistic submarine imulator, demands
strategic thinking and planning and require an eye for detail. We're receiving
rave reviews from our customers
everyone loves ICEMAN!!

TAHITI
Life seems so easy at first: dancing,
drinking, re cuing drowning women, and
playing volleyball in the Tahitian sunhine. But an urgent message from General
Braxton, a trip to The Pentagon, and a
meeting under maximum ecurity cuts
your R & R short ... soon you ' re back to
work as undercover agent: Johnny
Westland.
Your mission, should you choose to
accept it, is to navigate a nuclear attack
submarine from Pearl Harbor through the
Arctic Ocean (dodging Russian
Destroyer , enemy submarines and
dangerous icebergs) into the Straits of
Gibraltar. On an oa is in Tunisia you'll
meet up with a CIA agent, disguised as a
Muslim, who will assist you in rescuing
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"Indulge yourself.
Become the Spy
you've always
wanted to be.
Play
CODENAME:
Iceman."
plaining your assignment and discover a
chart with instructions on which direction
to travel. Use the electronic table map in
the Control Room to plot your course.

DECODING MESSAGES
The Radioman aboard the USS Blackhawk will relay coded messages to you
from Washington and from the CIA. The
messages will be delivered in Alpha form .
Use the Decoding Book found aboard the
Blackhawk to substitute the letters for
numbers. Next, you'll look at the boxed
shaded areas in the Technical Manual that
was included with your game. Tho e numbers repre ent page number, line and word.
For example, if your message was
AA - B-C
And if the Decoding Book aid
A=3 B=2C=I
Your coded message would be
"33 - 2 - I"

You would tum to PAGE 33 of the
Technical Manual and read LINE 2,
FIRST WORD.
Use the computer in your quarters and
enter that word as the "Primary Word" to
decode your first message.
Decoding messages from the CIA is
similar. But, you'll need the CIA off ets
found on the microfilm. You do have the
microfilm, don't you? Well, didn't you
ever talk to Stacy back in Tahiti?

ATTACKED BY A
RUSSIAN DESTROYER
The trick to sinking the Russian
Destroyer i to run silent and run deep.
Don't attack too soon and give your position away. When the Destroyer is within
range, begin launching decoys for their
incoming torpedoes. Lock-on and Fire
your missiles. You must successfully hit
the Destroyer three times to sink her.

RENDEZVOUS WITH
THE USS COONTZ
You'll learn how to ignal the Coontz
after decoding one of the messages from
Washington. But, following the Coontz
can be difficult.
The Coontz is the blinking cross on the
screen. Imagine your screen is a compass
with
0° being North
90° being East
180° being South
270° being West
Then, watch your Heading Indicator.
As the Coontz moves, follow her right into
Tuni ia.

LOCATING THE OIL RIG
AND THE HARBOR
You mu t decode the message sent by
the CIA tor instructions on what to do at
the Oil Rig and at The Harbor. You will
need to et the proper waypoints in the
diver to locate the Oi I Rig and The Harbor.
By looking at the Oil Rig and the Harbor through the periscope, you can get the
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heading . The di tance to the Oil Rig and
The Harbor can be obtained from the
Sonarman.

IF YOU'RE A "WANNA-BE
SPY'' - PLAY ICEMAN

lf you ' ve ever fantasized about being
an undercover agent, if you 're intrigued by
spy thrillers, or if you ever played " Spy"
as a kid, you'll enjoy CODENAME:

ICEMAN. indulge yourself, become the
Spy you've always wanted to be, play
CODENAME: ICEMAN.

This is a " hint" for a tough spot in Leisure Suit Larry 3

CODENAME: ICEMAN is one of
Sierra's most difficult game . These hints
will help you through the most complicated ituations. If you're till stuck, you
can always call our Hint Line for assistance. Feel free to write to us anytime, and
we'll quickly write back to you with a
solution to help you continue with your
quest. If you own a modem, you can contact our BBS 24-hours a day and have your
hint answered immediately. Often , cartoon
ubmitted to The Sierra News
Magazine have clues to our games. We
al o have Hint Books available for every
Sierra adventure game with complete
answers to all the game puzzles.
"The Nectarine song in Nontoonyt Tonight was a CAPITAL idea
although it didn 't seem so INITIALLY."

Cartoon submitted by Dan Santat, California. Age 15
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TECHNICAL SUPPORT

SOLUTIONS
by Ed Fe1guson
In this issue we are printing a general
round-up of problems people are fac ing .

Hurried Heroes Paralyzed in
Passageways

Q

I'm playing Hero's Quest and occasionally I get stuck trying to pass
through doors or passages. Sometimes it happens , and other times it doesn ' t. What am I
missing?

A

Two of the most common examples of
this are "entering Baba Yaga 's hut" and
"exiting the Brigand fortress." If you run into
this problem, check your menu and see if you
are in 'fast hero' mode. Fast Hero mode was
devised for use on lower speed machines to
facilitate traveling through the out ide world. It
was not intended for indoor use. Place yourself
in " normal hero speed" and you should be able
to pass these obstacles.
Our latest release will not incorporate this
feature as a user selectable item. It will only be
available on slower machines and will kick in
when deemed necessary. In anticipation of your
next question, "neces ary" is determined by
system speed and graphics response, consequently, it is not totally predictable.

Attention All Thieves: When
in Doubt, Don't Ask!

Q

While playing Hero's Quest , I'm in
the thieves guild and whenever I "ask
about ' the rules of Dag-Nab-It, I get an
"Oops error" and then the game exits to DOS.
How can I play the game?

A

The rules are simple. You take turns
with the Chief Thief throwing daggers
at the board. Each hero gets three turns, and
throws three daggers in each tum. As wi th a
dart board, the closer to the center of the
board, the higher the score will be. The
highest score wins the bet. Adjust the force
and angle of the throw with the arrow keys
or the mouse, according to yo ur hand position. Press enter or click on the small DagNab-It board to throw.
Unfortunately, if you try to ask about the
rules while in the Thieves guild , or whi le
playing Dag-Nab-It, you get an "Oops Error"
me sage and exit to DOS. To avoid thi unfriendly situation, save your game when yo u
enter the Thieves Guild. Avoid asking about
the game, play, practice, rules, help, or DagPage 28

Nab-It while in this room. Don 't press "?"
while playing Dag-Nab-It. In other words, in
the Thieves Guild, when in doubt, don 't ask.
You ' II have more fun that way.

Good News and Bad News
on the Dreaded
Fragmentation Bug

Q

Just as I. get to the end of Hero's Quest,
I try to save my character for Hero's
Quest II and I get the " Dreaded Fragmentation Bug." What 's wrong?

A

The "Dreaded Fragmentation Bug"
occur at a critical point in the game
where many items are being called into play.
The error usuall y (but not always) occurs on
machines with sy tern speeds lower than the

recommended 8Mhz. The solution to this i
a "good news/bad news" scenario. The most
current release of this program will correct
this situation, however, you will be unable to
use your old save games, and will need to
start over. If you have experienced this problem , please call Customer Support at 209683-8989.

Invalid Disk Change Error
Solved by Manual Installation

Q

I am trying to install my Sierra game
and when I get to disk #2 during the
1 s
ation, I get the mes age: Invalid disk
change reading drive A. Please insert volume
GAMENAME #I serial 0000 0000.
(GAMENAME represents the call letters of
the game involved)

MANUAL INSTALLATION OF SIERRA
PROGRAMS ON MS-DOS HARD DISK
I) Place Disk one of your Sierra program into Drive A, and close the drive door.
Type: CD A: \ and press [ENTER]
Type: C: and press [ENTER]
Type: CD\ and press [ENTER]
Type: MD SIERRA and press [ENTER]
Type: CD SIERRA and press [ENTER]
Note: If your hard drive is not C, substitute the C: above with the correct drive
letter
2) Now create a batch file enabling normal operation of the game:
Type: CD C: \SIERRA and press [ENTER]
Type: COPY CON KQ4.BAT and press [ENTER]
Type: CD KQ4 and press [ENTER]
Type: KQ4 and pre [ENTER]
Type: CD\ and press [ENTER]
Press the [F6] key, and press [ENTER]
3) Make and change to the appropriate subdirectory:
Type: MD KQ4 and press [ENTER]
Type: CD KQ4 and press [ENTER]
4) For each disk in the set: Place disk in Drive A:, and close the drive door.
Type: COPY A:*.* and press [ENTER]
5) SPECIAL PROCEDURE FOR 512K GAMES (As indicated on outer box sleeve):
Once all the disks in the set have been copied to the hard drive, you must run Sierra's
INSTALL program. (If your game is a 256K game. skip to step 6).
Type: INSTALL and press [ENTER]
Answer all questions pertaining to your hardware (be sure the answers are correct, as
incorrect answers may cause problems while running the game). The final question
gives you the option of installing the program to your hard drive. As you have already done this, press [ESC] to skip this step. When the message: 'Setup is
Complete· appears on your screen, press [ENTER).
6) To run the game from your root directory:
Type: CD \SIERRA and press [ENTER)
Type: KQ4 and press [ENTER]
Note: If the game you are installing is not King's Quest IV, substitute the KQ4
in all cases above with the correct call letters (example: Space Quest III = SQ3).
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You probably are running your system
with DOS 4.0 or4.01 , and you probably have a hard disk partition greater than
32MB. The problem usually occurs when
trying to load one of the SCI 512K games.
IBM
recommend
that
you
load
SHARE.EXE when you are using hard disk
partitions greater than 32MB. SHARE.EXE
will load automatically if it is in the ROOT
directory, or is in the PATH specified by the
system. SHARE provides support for file
sharing and "diskette change" protection.
There are three ways around thi issue.
First, you can prevent SHARE from loading
on your system by removing it from the
PATH and restarting your sy tern . After intailing the game, it is recommended that you
return to your original configuration. The
second way is to perform a manual installation as listed here. The third way is to create
a boot disk, following the step listed here,
with the addition of one item. You must
create an AUTOEXEC.BAT file using
COPY CON, and insert the statement SET
COMSPEC=C:\COMMAND.COM . Boot
with this di k and run the installation a
instructed. You wi ll not be required to boot
with this disk to play your games, after the
installation.

New Mac Users Encounter
Mysterious Phenomenon

Q

I recently purchased a new Macintosh
2CX or 2CI and when I try to run Sierra

games, I get a starburst of colors on the
screen, multiple character images, and empty
option boxes. Is there something wrong with
my disks?

A

No, there is nothing technically wrong
with your disks. The problem results
from the use of Mac's new 32-Bit Quickdraw. On the 2CX model, it i an optional
program which is installed in the system
folder, and is activated on system startup.
You can disable the program by dragging it
out of the sy tern folder. Unfortunately, in the
2CI model , 32-Bit Quickdraw i ROM re ident and there is nothing that can be done to
disable it at this time.
The problem is currently being addre ed
by our programming staff, and should be
eliminated with the release of our Mac
products in our new SCI language. Look for
these new Mac products to be released
throughout the year!

Larry Takes a Fall on Amiga 500

Q

I' m running Leisure Suit Larry II,
Looldng For Love In Several Wrong
Places on my Amiga 500, and when I get to
disk #4, I get a message "Out of Handles"
and cannot continue the game. How do I
handle this?

A

What' happening here is that you cut
Larry's parachute so he falls out of the
tree, and lands on the ground with a resound-

CREATING A
SIERRA BOOT DISK
FORMAT a Blank Disk with MS-DOS System files (using the /s option) to make a
"Bootable" di k.
FORMATIING FROM A HARD DRIVE
Put the blank disk into Drive A
At C type: FORMAT A:/S [ENTER]
Respond to DOS prompts
FORMATTING FROM A FLOPPY DRIVE
Put DOS System Disk into Drive A
At the A type: FORMAT A:/S [ENTER]
Switch disk as prompted by Fonnat program
Respond to DOS prompts
Put the CONFIG.SYS file on the new disk using COPY CON.
HARD OR FLOPPY DRIVE
1)'pc: A:
]
'J!ype;
~aJ.l.S.YS

1)pt.
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ing thud. Then Larry starts to see little birdie
circling his head. Due to memory management problems on the 500 model with 5 l 2K,
the loading of these complex sound causes
the "Out of Handles" error.
You can resolve this problem yourself by
following the instruction below. If you have
any problems, you can get help by calling
Sierra Customer Support at 209-683-8989.
WARNING: DO NOT ALTER
ORIGINAL GAME DISKS; ALTER
BACK-UPS ONLY (This should not be a
problem, as this game i not copyprotected).

1. Load Workbench
2. Click on Workbench icon
3. Click on system icon
4. Click on CU icon

Single drive users:
COPY DFO:C/COPY RAM :
Lnsen LSL2 back-up Disk 4
RAM : COPY DFO:SOUND.O I 7DFO:SOUND.002
RAM: COPY DFO:SOUND.017DFO:SOUND.008

Double drive users
with Workbench Disk in DFO:
LSL2 back-up Disk 4 in DFI :
CD DFO: (To make sure you are on WB disk)
COPY DFl:SOUND.017 DFl :SOUND.002
COPY DFl:SOVND.017 DFl :SOUND.008

Hard disk users can insert back-up Disk
4 in drive DFO, then:
COPY DFO:SOUND.017 DFl:SOU D.002
COPY DFO:SOUND.O 17 DFI :SOUND.008

When To Use ASierra Boot~

Q

l am having all kind of problems
playing my new Sierra game. Sometimes I can't install it, sometimes it won't
boot, sometimes I get error message , and
ometimes it just plain freeze up and I can't
do anything until I reset the darn machine!
How can I get around this? I just want to play
computer games!

A

Sometimes when running software that
a lot of memory such as our
games, conflicts can arise between the game
and some of the variou menuing ystems,
terminate and stay resident programs, and
other after market doodads available for your
machine. Our games are best run a standalone
software. The easiest way to accomplish this
without altering the configuration of your
machine is to create a plain DOS boot disk. You
can create this disk using a spare floppy disk,
and following the instructions in the box to the
right. Boot with this disk in your drive A: and
play your games. When you want to return to
youroriginal configuration, simply remove the
plain Dos disk, insert your regular boot disk (or
no di k at all if you boot from hard disk), and
reset your machine.
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Cartoon submitted by Dan Williams. New York. Age 13

Cartoon/Drawing Contest
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Winners in this issue:

OHIO

Klaus Dahlem. page 62
David A. Handlong. page 53
L.R. Harskjold, page 41
Ben Hyde, page 52
Joshua Jones, this page

David Koran, page 22
Dan Santat, page 27
Daniel Wellman, page 14
Dan Williams, this page
Andrea Vittek, this page

Sierra's Cartoon and Drawing Contest is an ongoing event.
so send in your submissions now! Winning entries will be
published in the Sierra News Magazine, and winners will
receive a Sierra software product of their choice. The
number of winners will depend on the quality of the entries,
and are chosen at the sole discretion of Sierra On-Line.
Cartoons or drawings must be original ideas, in black ink
(not in pencil or in color) on white unlined paper (please do
not fold). Bear in mind that large entries will have to be
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" I'm jelhn~ foo old tor 1h.1s f
I
sure w ·1sh Little Mis~ M1..1tfct
would set otf her futfe-\ cmd
help ou-\ around here.. .»

reduced for space considerations. Each entry should relate
to one or more of Sierra's
products. All submissions become the property of Sierra
On-Line. Inc.
Submit entries to Sierra OnLine, Box 1103, Oakhurst, CA
93644. Attention: Cartoon
Contest, and indicate the
product desired and type of
computer you have in the
event you are a winner. Please
include your phone number,
and if you are one of our
younger entrants, your age.

Cartoon submitted by A ndrea Vi ttek. Ohio

Please do not send correspondence in the same envelope.
Address all correspondence to
Box 485. Coarsegold, CA
93614.
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Cartoon submitted by Joshua Jone , New Jersey. A ge 13
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Save tiine and Inoney with
our $35 Inoney Inanager.
"If you're looking for a fast return on your software
investment, you can't do much better than MoneyCounts."
-- PCResource Magazine

M

oneyCounts is the
clear choice for both
home and business.

You 're up and running right away.

MoneyCounts is easy-lo-u se. LL's CPAdesigned and menu-driven with on -line help.
No experience required.

In just minutes, you 'll do what used to take
hours or even days!

Still only $35???

Manage your cash, checking, savings and
credit cards with ease. Prepare your budget and
compare it to your actual results. Balance your
checkbook instantl y - our smart checkbook
balancer makes short work of the toughest bank
statement. MoneyCounts even prints any type of
pin-feed or laser check.

You SEE where your money goes.
Unlike other financial management oft ware,
MoneyCounts uses the full capabilities of your
personal computer. You can di play and print
three-dimensional, high-resolution graphics.

Yep. Thal 's why ove r 180,000 people save
time and money with MoneyCounts. And why
Computer Shopper readers have voted us two
consecutive Best Buy awards.

Good news tor Quicken and Dollars & Sense
users who are ready tor a change.
Why not switch to a full-featured program
with state-of-the-art graphics? Our new free
import utility lets you step up to MoneyCounts
and bring your data with you!

Try MoneyCounts FREE for 30 days!
There's no risk. If you ' re not 100% satisfi ed.
simply return it within 30 days for a full refund
(excluding shipping).

ORDER NOW for same-day shipping!
Credit card and C.O.D. orders call

1-800-779-6000

24 hours a day, 7 days a week
In Canada call 3 19-395-7300
FAX: 319-395-0217

Or send ched. or money order payable to Parsons Technology .

Put a financial genius to work tor you Smart Data Entry-

. . . . .~ ParsonsTechnology, 375 Collins Road NE~dar Rap ids~ 52402

usAl

YES! Rush me MoneyCounts 6.5

MoneyCounts learns and remembers your
entries, so you can enter transactions with
one or two keystrokes. Cuts input time up to
95 %.

$35 + $5 shipping
Not copy protected. Includes printed manual
a11d/ree technical support!

Make your taxes a breeze.

---------

MoneyCounts estimates your personal
income tax , keeps detailed records and links
directly with your tax preparation software.

_ _ _ State _ _
_ _ Phone \ - - - ' - - - - -

Get ALL the details.
MoneyCounts prints eight types of
financial statements, ix different inquiry
reports, general ledger and accountant 's trial
balance and loan amortization and
accumulation schedules. All reports can be
di splayed on-screen or exported to your
favorite spreadsheet.

Ll Chec k or Money Order 'J MasterCard ...I Discover
CJ American Ex press 0 Visa

Card #

Exp. Date

Mom•vC01111t.1 requires a11 IBM!Ta11dy!Compaq or C<>mpatihle
cnmp w er, J84 K or mnre RAM and DOS 2.0 1Jr higher. 2 di>k dril'e>
(or a lwrd disk). Works wirh all printers and 111011itors. Add $5
ship11i11glhu11d/i11g-$/O owside Norrh America. Iowa re.1·idenrs ,
please add 4% sales tax.
CODE= OSSRA

I
I
I
I

sop

KOEI . .. We Supply The Past, You Make The History

KOEI>
~

• Four eparate
sce nario ~:

Screen Shot From

•One to seven
players:
• Military,
Economic and
Diplomatic
Simulation :
•Cast of 255
characters with
unique abilitie~.

IBM

perso nalitie~.

IBM &

and soc ial
po ition :
•Sophisticated
battle sy tern
that incorporates
everything from
ea ·onal terrain
change!> to fireball s

Com pa tibl e~

The newly appointed Mini ster of War has seized all imperial
authority, and rules the Empire with malicious glee. Those who
oppo e him are branded and exi led. The Emperor, reduced to a
hadow in his own palace. has one last chance to re tore order
and ju tice .. .you.

But Gao Qiu , the evil Minister of War, will use his considerable
power to destroy you unless you get him first. And if thing~
weren ' t bad enough. the northern border i warming with barbarians. bent on taking the Empire's riches for their own .
Robin Hood had it easy compared to thi

1Jenghi1 Kharr
Conquest of Love and War
Destroy your enemies in battle, or by assassination, while you keep your
populace happy. your treasury full , and your subordinates loyal.
A seduced prince scan produce hei rs to govern conquered terri tories.

Now Available
IBM & Compatible
Nintendo

TO ORDER: _Vi it your retailer or call
4 15 -148 -0500 (9am lU Spm Pacific limcl
tn charge nn Vi,a. MC: or mnncy onkr <t..1. S
10 KOl:I U.S ,hipping onl)
IBM & Amiga are rcg1'tered tmdcmark' ol
lntcrnaltonul Bu,me" Machmc' Corp . &
Commodore Amiga Inc TM <le'1gnnte'
trademark of KOEI Co .. L l'D

)

Koci Corporat10n. One Ba) Pl ant. Suite 540. 1350 Ba) ~horc Hi ghwa). Burlingame. CA 940 10. Tel. 415 -348-0500

Message from the President, continuedfi·om page 3

Actually, her employer loved her
(Lawry · food in L.A.) because she used
to bring home her work and I'd assist her
· in her programming efforts by night.
I still remember my first job where I
could program through a tenninal connected to a computer. What an amazing
concept. No card deck! Although the
industry was so used to cards in tho e
day that all the editors and compilers
still pretended their input was a card
deck. The mainframe computers I was
working with by 1978 were starting to
have awe ome computer power, as much
as a megabyte of memory and hundreds
of megabytes of on-line di k storage.
You know, about the equivelent of the
386 l 'm writing this article on.
So, as you can see, in six short year
l got to watch the computer industry be
born. Then in 1978 I saw omething be
born that I knew immediately wa going
to be significant. The Radio Shack corporation introduced the fir t personal
computer for the masses - the TRS-80.
Apple usually takes credit for inventing
the personal computer. However. the
TRS-80 really ucceeded years before
the Apple. Actually other computers, the
SOL and the PET, even came before
this , they ju t didn ' t get as much
publicity.
I was at a computer show for
mainframe computers when I first saw the
TRS-80. There was one in omebody 's
booth and I believe it was hard at work
computing prime numbers. The TRS-80
had a tape drive attached (a home audio
cas eue player), an enonnous 4K of ram
and a black/white graphic screen! There
were people lined up a hundred deep just
to get to touch its keyboard. I was one of
them. The year? I978.
Thanks to a computer owning neighbor, I managed to spend a fair amount of
time programming the TRS-80; What a
marvelous machine! In late 1979, my
brother Larry (also a programmer) called
me one day to look at a computer he had
started playing with: the Apple 2. The
Apple had color but an unreliable tape
interface.
Meanwhile, the computer industry
had now evolved to the point where I
could do my programming at home via
modem (300 baud). I used a teletype
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machine to dial into a ervice bureau on
the east coast (see how things always
come around again). Once in a while,
when I was supposed to be working,
Roberta and I would cheat and run games
off the remote computer. One of those
games was called Adventure and was the
game that created the entire Adventure
Game industry. You communicated with
it in sentences like LOOK HOLE or
KILL SNAKE. Roberta fell in love. I
couldn't get her off my teletype. She'd
even wake me up in the middle of the
night to bounce ideas off me for how to
solve the game.
I wanted a personal computer because
I had an idea for a software product that
wa going to make me rich. What if
personal computers could run the same
programming language s as the
mainframes? In those days Fortran was
a popular language. l had just finished
programming a Fortran-like compiler to
run on mainframe computers. Why not
put up a Fortran compiler on a personal
computer? People could then buy something for two thousand dollars that would
allow them to do on a micro what a
mainframe wa. needed for previously.
For Christmas of 1979 I pestered
Roberta into agreeing to buy me a computer. Our big decision was whether to
buy an Apple or a TRS-80. When we
went to the Apple dealer, Rainbow Computers, in Northridge, California they
showed me something new Apple had
just come out with. The disk drive. Wow!
No more three minute load times for a
100 line program. That made it an easy
decision. We bought an Apple 2 with a
disk drive (I 6K of memory) for just
under three thousand dollars. It even
came with an RF modulator so it would
work with our home TY.
Now I had it all, a computer and a
project. I started at once on my Fortran
compiler. Well, almost at once. First,
Roberta talked me into programming a
computer game which she designed. I
really just wrote it to thank her for getting me the computer for Christmas.
I still remember the night she talked me
into it. We were out at a restaurant and he
was telling me about playing Adventure
and how she had her own idea for a game.
She tarted de cribing the plot, how there

wa going to be this spooky old hou e
with everal people locked up in it for the
night. One by one they would start turning up dead. Roberta has a voice that
carries when she get excited. That wa
the first of many occasions, through the
decade, when people overhearing our
conversations in restaurant would look
at us like we were crazy.
Just a couple of months later the game
wa completed. Roberta called it
Myste1 y House . I called the big software
publisher of the time, Programma International. They were doing a booming
business selling games on audio cassette
for Apples and TRS-80 's. I mentioned
that I wa working on a Fortran compiler
but that we also had thi little computer
game. Dave Gordon, Program ma's
President, went crazy when he saw the
game. He immediately offered a 25%
royalty for it. He wa n 't intere tcd at all
in the Fortran compiler.
It was a tough decision to decide to
publish ourselves. There were no
software di stributors in those days.
Being a software publisher meant driving from tore to tore selling from the
trunk of your car.
We showed Roberta ·s game to a few
tores though , including Rainbow Computing, all of whom immediately bought
copie . Recognizing the writing on the
wall l decided we'd be our own publi ·hers. And, a · long a we were oliciting
computer stores, why not distribute for
ome of the other hackers like ourselve
who were writing software.
I contacted another company in Florida
that wa doing text ba ed adventure
games, Scott Adams International, to ee
about distributing their games and a company up in Washington, Synergistic, to see
about distributing theirs. Ultimately I sold
the software distributing end of the bu iness (the total inventory of which fit in two
boxes) to a friend of mine, Bob Leff, who
turned it into a really huge software distribution company called Soft el and
Roberta and I focused on just being a
software publisher.
Mystery House was the first adventure game with graphics. By the end of
1980 we followed it up with the fir ·t
adventure game in color, The Wizard and
the Princess. In 1983 we hipped the first
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News Magazine Contest #1

Sierra invites you to
Come Hoine & Meet the Fainily!
That's right- YOU could be the lucky Sierra customer who will be bringing your family to meet
our family here at Sierra On-Line.
The winner of Sierra's Come Home and Meet the Family conte t will be coming here to Sierra
country for a whirlwind weekend in beautiful downtown Coarsegold, including a tour of the Sierra
facilities in Oakhurst, a chance to meet your favorite game designers, dinner with Ken and Roberta,
and armloads of prizes to take home.
Of course our roving reporters will be there too, taking pictures of all the good times for you to
how the folk back home; and we'll be planning a feature article about your trip for a future issue of
the Sierra NewsMaga:ine.
Here's how to win:
In the past ten years, Sierra has produced more than 100 products. The entrant with the most complete list of Sierra products produced
between 1980 and April 1, 1990 wi II be the winner. In the case of two or more lists with the same number of products, a random drawing
will determine the winner. Winners are chosen at the sole discretion of Sierra On-Line and all submis ion become the property of Sierra
On-Line, Inc. In the cases of winners under 18 years of age, parental permission is required. All winner will be required to sign
appropriate releases to make our insurance people and lawyers happy.
Contest Rules
• You must live within the United Stales, Canada or Mexico to be eligible.
• The winner will be accompanied by immediate family members
(limited to four people).
• Type or print the names of as many Sierra (Sierra On-Line, On-Line Systems) products as possible.
• Alphabetize your list; for this purpose, numbers come before letter , and
if a game starts with "The" pul it in the "T' ."
• Include your name, addre and telephone number on your entry.
Mail your entry to:
Sierra Family Contest, Sierra On-Line, Box 1103, Oakhursl, CA 93644
Deadline for postmark is October 1, 1990.

Message from the President, continued from page 35
adventure game with animation, King's
Quest. ln 1988 we shipped the fir l adventure game with a stereo ound track. I think
Space Quest Ill broke new ground by integrating a quality action game, Astro
Chicken. Later this year we've got some
other surprise up our sleeves.
Sometimes I hear Sierra referred to a
a niche company. Although we have
done several things beside adventure
games through the years there has never
been a year when adventure games
weren't the bulk of our business. An
adventure game is really just interactive
torytelling. l 'm usually reluctant to use
the term interactive fiction because that
was the trademark of an ill-fated competitor of ours, lnfocom. However, it
described in the best way I've ever heard

what we do for a living. The only other
great metaphor l 've ever heard is the
film Westworld. Do you remember the
film? A derivative of it was later made
for TV under the name Fantasy Island.
We create alternate univer es where you
can live a vicarious existence.
Although I've talked a great deal
about the evolution of the computer industry, I've only hinted at the evolution
of the adventure game. My belief is that
the adventure game will someday encompass mo t of the other categories of
games in the industry. Currently games
are thought of as action, imulation, roleplaying, board or adventure. Is Heros
Quest an adventure game or a role-playing game? I Iceman a simulator or an
adventure game? Short-term we catch a

bit of flack when we muddy the borders
on the different genres. However, longterm I remain steadfast in my belief that
it will all come together into interactive
fiction. The more we can do to allow you
to "step into" a game and actually
believe you are a part of the story the
better. Some people view adventure
games as the highest form of the
cro word puzzle genre.
1 hope that Sierra through the next
decade will show that to be a gross
misunderstanding. We are, instead, the
future of storytelling. We are toryliving.
Soe you next r;~

P

Ken WHfouns
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News Magazine Contest #2

Be a character in
King's Quest V
Anyone can enter and have a chance to be painted into King 's Quest V Use your imagination to construct a costume that would fit
into the land of Daventry or the surrounding countries. The be t costume will win, and the winner will be incorporated into the
King 's Quest V game. Roberta Williams herself will judge the entries.
So put on your costume, have a color snapshot taken, and send us the photo - it's OK to send more than one family member or
friend in the same envelope. Be sure to put your name, address and telephone number on the back of the photo.
Winners are chosen at the sole discretion of Sierra On-Line and all submissions
become the property of Sierra On-Line, Inc. In the cases of winners under
18 years of age, parental permission and release is required. All winners
will be required to sign appropriate releases to make
our insurance people and lawyers happy.
Mail your entry to:
King's Quest V Contest
Sierra On-Line
Box 1103

Oakhurst, CA 93644

Deadline for postmark: August I, 1990

"Poker Showdown, a video game
of high tension and realism"
-The Wall Street Journal, March 15, 1990, page I
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• Play against people worldwide

~~J

• Chat while you play
• Amass a fortune in "computer chips"
• Straight poker, 5-card- tud, 5-card-draw,
7-card-stud, and Texas hold'em
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• Robot players ensure that all tables have
an ideal number of participants

~
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Poker not your game? DELPHI bas many other
games, thousands of programs to download, and all of the other services
you would expect from the world's premier online information service.

\\

Join now for only $9.95 and enjoy your first hour for FREE! Additional time
is as little as $4.80/hour. With your computer and modem:
• Dial l-800-365-4636
• At Username : type JOINDELPID
• At Password: type SIERRA

DELPHI™

The World s Premier
Online Information Service

800-544-4005
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several pages of the story board, depending on the amount of
he arrival ofBill Davis at Sierra On-Line has introduced
a new cinematic process for putting computer games
animation in the room. The design team uses the storyboard to see
together. The following story is derivedfrom an interview
how the game looks as a total entity, before any work on the
in which Bill outlined the process.
computer is started.
First comes the design docuReprod uced here are several of the individual drawings of the Keeping Up With Jones storyboard.
ment, which is text narrative. (A
designer may well groan that
the months of writing a re
covered in one sentence here,
but, as the saying goes, "that's
another story.") ln tru s case Keeping Up With Jones Sierra purchased an ex isting
game. The design was ba ed on
this original structure, so it was
a matter of the Creative Director, Producer and Lead
Programmer getting together
and brainstorming about changes or enhancements they
wanted to make to the original
design. TI1e lead programmer
wrote down the decisions in
text form. Then Bill took it to
storyboard , which means the
text narrative drawn in pencil
on paper. A storyboard might be
likened to a comic strip of the
whole game on paper, and laid
out on a large bulletin board.
The game designer, the a rt
designer, the lead programmer
and the music director then
meet in front of the storyboard
to familiarize al 1 concerned
with all facets of the project. It
is here that any problems (technical or otherwise) are brought
up and worked o ut between
these three . Any necessary
changes are made to th e
storyboard before proceeding
to the next step.
Each room ("room" is the vernacular for"scene") can occupy
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Then several stages follow:
Artists draw the background pictures in
pencil on paper.

in the traditional way and the finished
piece is scanned into the computer.
The composer of the music was involved
at the initial story board stage to get a

the beginning stages of Hero 's Quest II) .
Actual photos are al o sometimes scanned
into the computer.
This scanned art gets a rough version of the
game in black and white up and running
on the computer quickly.
Next the artists concentrate on finished
animation. As each piece of animation is
finished, it replaces the stand-in ver ion in
the evolving game.

feeling for the overall design. After the
initial work is comp leted and a black and
white version is up and running, the composer really gets involved. By playing the
black and white version the composer can
get a "real time" feeling by seeing how
long each scene lasts, seei ng the motion,
and seeing the parts of the game where
sound effects will be effective.
The game is now beginning to be a whole
piece, ready for fine tuning and testing.

The artists work out the key animation
drawings in pencil.

These penciled background drawings and
animation drawings are scanned into the
computer. The scann er is a wonderful
piece of equ ipment- it literally transfers

Once all the animation is completed, the
artists concentrate on finished background
pictures and, once again, slowly replace
the black and white versions with color.
This background artwork can be done in
two ways. Either the computer is used to
color the backgrounds or the artists paint

-Nancy Smithe

THE NEW TESTAMENT GAME
THE OLD TESTAMENT GAME
GUARANTEED NONDENOMINATIONAL
01'

3 Game Levels Are:
Educational for Kids
Fun For Youth
Challenging For Adults
Enjoy nearly 300 important passages in each game!
the images from the paper to images on the
computer screen. Sometimes loops
(animation segment ) from other games
are sto len as temporary stand-ins (for ex-

For fastest service, send check or
money order for $29.95 each
plus $3.00 shipping/handling to:

IBM 3 1/2" disks available
for an additional $2.00 per game.

The Family .Jewels

Latter-day Saints: Please request
a copy of our brochure detailing
our special LDS product line.

5631 Kent Place
Santa Barbara, CA 93117

Now Available For:
100% IBM Compatible - MS-DOS 2.1 or higher

Color monitor preferred, monochrome also supported
Commodore 64/128 - Includes both C-64
and TRUE C-128 versions!

NOT TRIVIA • NO PRIOR KNOWLEDGE NEEDED
Fol' more information, or to order C.O.D. call:

(805) 683-4568
ample segments of the Hero walking or
riding from Hero 's Quest I will be used in
Summer 1990

California residents, please add 6 3/4% sales tax
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WHAT'S HAPPENING

ON·LINE
By Kerry Sergent
Head of Sierra's BBS Systems Operations
and Technical Support

Sources for game hints grow!
Coming soon to America 's Online and
PCLink is the Sierra Hint Library. The entire
hint library of Sierra's own BBS , which spans
years of compilation and refinement, will soon
be available on the e services. Both America 's
Online and PCLink are subscription online ystems from Quantum Software and offer a wide
variety of additional services. For information
and signup instructions on these system , you
can call these toll-free numbers:
I. PCLink
(800) 458-8532
2. America's Online
(800) 227-6364
In addition, hint upport i growing steadily
in the private sector. Prodigy user who drop by
the Adventure Game Forum in the PC Club
(JU MPWORD PC CLUB) can obtain complete
up-lo-date lists of private Bulletin Board Services that support Sierra games! Just send
electronic messages to such groups as the Sierra
Expert Club or the Sierra Hint Club and members will be happy to help. Our own John
Williams (a long time Prodigy subscriber) is a
regular on the serv ice.

Sierra's On-Line
To tell you the truth , when Sierra' On-Line
was first relea ed I was s keptical. How could
a GAME company produce a competitive
communication package that people will
use? Already the market seemed inundated
by a large number of communication
software packages (some jus t given away
with modem purcha ses, others as
s hareware, or even free). Having s pent a
good portion or my computer time on or
running Bulletin Board System s, I also
thought that the program might not have the
feature I look for in a communications
package.
I made some intere ting di coveries about
Online. A while back I was a ked to work up
a presentation for our Customer Service Representatives at Sierra 's busy Customer Service department to demonstrate Sierra 's OnLine, to familiarize them with it features,
and show them how to help customers with
potential problem .
I started with Online' script language.
Scripts are long lists of commands for the computer to carry out while using telecommunication (they allow the computer to perform
routine tasks automatically). Script languages
tend to vary widely between different oftware
packages, and have few common threads. PickPage 40

ing up a new script language has always been a
lot like learning a new programming language.
Every time you obtain a new piece of communication software, you have to learn the new
language! Having worked with script languages
for some time, I was convinced that the commands would, at first, be time consuming to
learn and tedious to program, and if not that,
then so crude as to be unusable. I was very
urprised. In a few minutes (as opposed to
hours) I had Online 's script funr.tion down
(Online's script are called AUTOLOGON
files). I was amazed- I hadn' t even opened the
documentation. It was TOO EASY! There had
to be a catch . These AUTOLOGONs couldn 't
possibly do what I wanted them to; either there
was going to be some problem or I would spend
hours debugging or trying to patch in what I
needed. I decided to put it to the test with a quick
script (oops, AUTOLOGON) that would contact
CompuServe, log me on, and gather some quick
stock quotes for major players in the high tech
tock market.
I ran my AUTOLOGON . The program
dialed up Compuserve (a nationally recognized BBS). So far so good. Since I cou ldn't
remember some of the prompts that appear in
certain ection (Compuserve is MASSIVE},
I needed to customize my Autologon to
remember them for me. I didn ' t even have to
low down. I pulled down the Online script
editor and punched in a couple of changes ON
THE FLY! I didn ' t need to save my entire
sess ion to disk and review it to see which
commands worked. I didn ' t need to shell to
DOS to make changes. I just pulled down a
menu. The simplicity was astonishing!
To write my script I u ed four different
function keys: [F3] (Preset), [F4] (Call), [F5]
(Wait For) , and [F6] (Send). Each Function Key
brought down a menu and I made a choice from
each menu (choices are in CAPS) by clicking
on the appropriate button. Each menu choice
brought up a box of possible commands (commands chosen are in italics)
From [F3] (Preset) choose SET
PARAMETERS. I et 2400 Baud 8N I XON you might need to u e different parameters .
Now I chose MOUSE, and set the mouse for
Off to increase the operating speed while on line.
My PROTOCOL was already set for
Xmodem CRC. Since this is a good all-purpose
protocol, I left the setting alone.
From [F4] (Call) I chose CALL and typed in
my local CompuServe access number, including the '9' I need to dial from my office to get
an outside line.
From [F5] (Wait For) I chose WAIT
SECONDS and typed in 2. This told my com-

puter to wait 2 seconds to receive any commands sent to it from CompuServe before it sent
anything else.
From [F6] (Send) I chose "C as a command
to send to the CompuServe Computer.
Now I cho e WAIT SECONDS 2 again to
give CompuServe time to send its next string.
I went back to [F6] (Send) and chose
STRING, then entered my CompuServe ID
followed by the commands "M and "J.
I inserted another WAIT SECONDS 2 command to receive the next CompuServe prompt,
then chose SEND again, then STRING, and
typed in my CompuSer ve password, followed
by the "Mand "J commands.
Next I chose WAIT FOR, then STRING, and
entered !, the next prompt Compuserve would
send.
I then entered a few WAIT FOR and SEND
commands that would take me to the place on
the CompuServe board where I could get the
stock quotes I wanted automatically:
SEND G QQUOTES "Afl\f
WAIT FOR SSUE:
SEND APPL.IBM MSFT.MIND,MGNC ,
SENDERTS,
SEND SIER.SPKR,1WRX "M"J
WAIT FOR SSUE:
SEND "Afl\f
SEND OFF "M"l
The only things I had to type were the phone
number, my ID, my password, the stock issue
I wanted to look at, and the word OFF to exit
CompuServe. The rest was entered with simple
point and click menu selection from On-Line!
If you have Sierra's On-Line, a modem, and
a Compuserve executive option subscription,
feel free to try this cript out.
Maybe we'll ee you next time ONUNE!

ti;\
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VISIT THE 'BURBS!
MULTI-LINE BBS

24 Hour Sierra Hint Lines
Outside California 1-900-370-KLUE I Inside 1-900-370-5113

Would You Enjoy :
»

Conversation with fellow gamers

»

Flash Attack- America's hottest
new BBS game

,, Multi-line player adventure games
»

Great downloads (including demos
of Sierra games)
~

Then give us a call!
( 213) 326-999 3

:!./ hours a dar

(Not affiliated with Sierra on -Linc Inc .)
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The following is a reprint of a review of
Sierra's On-Line, written /Jy David Stanton
for the March 1990 issue of Compute!
Reprinted with permission from Compute!
Pu/Jlications. Inc .. P.O. Box 5406. Greensboro.
NC 27403 © 1990. All rights rese1wd.

the program should work OK for most ·ituations. I decided to save fine-tuning for later.
Running time: 20 minutes.
At this point, you can follow the manual 's
instructions for calling Sierra's own bulletin
board system (BBS) in California, or you can
attempt to contact a local BBS. Caution:
Attempting to contact local BBSs without
first becoming familiar with a few technical
things can be hazardous to your san ity. For a
gentler introduction to telecomputing, call
Sierra's board. It's a convenient way to get
your feet wet.
Wtihin 45 minutes of starting my times, I
began downloading a demo version of
Sierra 's Leisure Suit Larry from its BBS . For
those who need specia l help , the board
provides a cu tomer- ervice section.
On an Ea e-of-Use sca le of 1-10, On-Line
rated a I0 in my unscientific test. l don 't
know how general purpo e terminal oftware
for MS-DOS users could be made s impler.
But what about power and features?
On-Line support a maximum data-tran mission speed of 9600 baud, fast enough to

handle the most efficient phone-line connect ion but a bit slow for direct exchanges using
a null modem. The program provides an
ea y-to-u e AutoLogOn Editor for creating
automatic log-on files. Review Mode allows
user to crol I through the program's
me mory buffer to find stuff that crolled off
the creen. In Host Mode, your computer can
await calls from remote te rmin a ls and
answer automatically.
For CompuServe's CB Simulator or Chat
mode on your local BBS , try On-Line's Conference Mode, a split-w indow arrangement
that eparates your outgoing me aages from
incoming ones. The program al o handles
ASCII, several variations of SMODEM and
YMODEM, and CompuServe's Quick B+
protocols.
Overall , Sierra's On-Line offers an attractive blend of simplicity and power. Advanced users will find it a solid performer for
regular use. Beginner hould have little difficulty making it work. If you've been avoiding telecommunications because of its difficulty, you ' re out of excuses.

Few computer experiences can surpass
the excitement of telecommunications. Unfortunately, few experience can be as maddening and difficult at the same time. Selecting compatible hardware and oftware ,
configuring everything properly, and connecting with even the simplest local BBS can
often be more of a challenge than most potential telecommunicators are willing to tackle.
Sierra's On-Line is trying Lo change that.
It 's billed as th e easiest to use modem
software ever!
Sierra's uninitimidating manual is 72 pages
of clear. understandable prose. Its introduction
promi e that beginners will be telecommunicating in less than an hour. I started my
timer and began following directions.
Backing up the unprotected originals took
about four minutes using DOS 's DJSKCOPY command. Reading directions and installing On-Line on my hard drive required
five minutes more. DeskMate u ers could
in tall the program onto their desktops in .,.::
about the same time. Alternatively, On-Line
can be run directly from floppies without
DeskMate. Since the package includes both
3-1/2 and 5-1/4 inch sizes, virtually any
functioning MS-DOS system will do. Just
select the proper drive, type ONLINE, and
wait a minute or o. Total time from box
opeining to first glimpse: ten minutes.
Those who already understand Tandy's
DeskMate interface will feel instantly at
ease; others will catch on quickly. Either
way, new u er will want to read about the
program command and experiment a little,
using dialog boxe to et phone numbers,
selecting communications port , and such .
Don't change anything yet, though . With
On-Line's preset configuration-COM port
Cartoon submiued by L.R. Harskjold, Texas
I, 1200 baud, eight data bit , one stop bitSierra's On-Line is available for MS-DOS computers with 5 I2K, $69.95, and can be purchased through your local software dealer or by calling our
- 2 4
order number I-
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The sky plot displays the stars, sun, moon,
planets, constellation lines, and many
other celestial objects.

Journey through space and time,
exploring the vistas of the Universe.
Escape the boundaries of our solar
system and travel past binary suns
and stars clouds of the Milky Way to
the globular clusters and galaxies
beyond.
Return to Earth and discover the paths
of the planets, from close-ups of solar
eclipses and lunar occu ltations to
planetary conjunctions and retrograde
motion.
Observe the skies overhead from
560 international cities or anywhere
on Earth , for any time period from
4000 B.C. to A.O. 10000.
EZCosmos is your complete guide
to the entire celestial sphere.

The Trifid Nebula in Sagittarius (M20)
is just one of the fascinating full-color
photos available in EZCosmos.

"With its intuitive interface, speedy
performance, and enormous range of
information, EZCosmos is an astronomical program that may interest
the widest range users. "
- PC Magazine

EZCosmos 2.0 gives you the
Universe for only $49.95
Call 1-800-869-EASY for
ordering information.

Future Trends Software
P.O. Box 3927 •Austin, Texas 78764
51 21 443-6564

System Requirements
• IBM-compatible
• 512K RAM
• VGA, EGA, CGA, and
Hercules® monitors

© 1990 Astrosoft, Inc. "EZCosmos" is a trademark of Astrosoft, Inc.

by Marti McKenna

Happy to be a part of the Sierra
family,Jef!Tunnell (I) and
Damon Slye (r) founders of
Oregon-based Dynami.x, Inc.

Summer 1990

n March 27, 1990,
Sierra announced
intent to acquire a
small but exceptionally innovative
software company
- Dynamix, Inc.
The two companies
had been in close contact since the
licensing by Sierra of Dynamix 's 3Space
technology (a poweiful 3-dimensional
modeling and display system, developed
by Damon Slye , head of Research and
Development at Dynamix) , in mid 1989.
Ken Williams thinks they're going places,
and called the acquisition a strategic move:
"The Dynamix technologies not only
provide superior entertainment products

24 Hour Sierra BBS - (209) 683-4463
Customer Sen•ice (209) 683-8989 Orders 1-800-326-6654
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Arcticfox used a new version of
the 3Space system selling over 100,000 copies
and taking home the SPA Gold Award.
for todays computers, but offer a superior platform for the development
of optical-based products for the next generation of computer systems."
When you talce a look at the recent direction of Dynamix' Re earch &
Development team, there can be no doubt of the accuracy of Ken 's observation; like Sierra, Dynamix has een the future of interactive entertainment,
and its name is CD-ROM. In addition to the commercial photographic
equipment, color photo developing lab and color digitizers already in u eat
Dynamix , their Image Production department now boa t a full filming
studio with which they intend to talce full advantage of the high quality
graphic capabilitie CD-ROM technology will bring to the industry.
Dynamix President Jeff Tunnell feel that the alliance is " ...a terrific
pooling of talent .. .through our work over the last months with Sierra we
have found that our development practices and the marketing philosophie
of our two companies are very similar. I believe the two companie will work
very well together." While Sierra and Dynamix will indeed work together in
many area , and a great deal of the ' pooling of talents' will surely talce place,
Dynamix will remain a separate entity, continuing to operate pretty much as
usual from their we tern Oregon offices.
Dynamix . In c., based in the beautiful community of Eugene, Oregon,
was founded as Dynamix Software Development in 1984 by Jeff Tunnell,
owner of a Eugene software store, and Damon Slye, a University of Oregon
computer cience major. Like Sierra, Dynamix , Inc. specializes in entertainment software for high end home computers. The company's first product
was an arcade game called Stellar 7, the first product to use Dynamix 's
proprietary 3Space technology. The game had a big cult following - in fact,
it i reported to be the favorite computer game of author Tom Clancy (Hunt
For Red October). Next, Dynamix published Sword of Kadash, a' Dungeons
and Dragons' type adventure, which was to be their last original game for a
while.
In 1985, Dynamix Software Development signed on as a developer for
Electronic Arts, and ub equently designed Arctic/ox, the first game
released for the Commodore Amiga. Arctic/ox used a new version of the
3Space sy tern, and was an instant hit, elling over 100,000 copies and talcing
home the SPA's Gold Award. Dynamix went on to develop such popular
game as Sky/ox// (for Electronic Arts) , Pete Rose Pennant Fever and Mech
Warrior (for the Activision label).ln September of 1986, Dynamjx Software
Development became Dynamix, Inc. In two years, the company had grown
from 2 to 15 employees, was incorporated, and had moved to a building that
would contain their growing employee ba e. It was a smart move, because
by the summer of 1989, their numbers had grown to 26, and they needed
every last hand; that wa the year they published David Wolf: Secret Agent
and A-10 Tank Killer-the first two products to be designed , developed and
produced completely in-hou e, and the first to bear the Dynamix label.
The A-10 Thunderbolt II (alca Warthog) is known as ' the most devastating and inde tructible ground support plane ever built'. It 's ugly (hence
the nickname), and it isn't terribly fast, but it can out-maneuver the fa test
MIG, and it 30mm cannon can reduce an enemy tank to so much scrap metal.
They ay it 'Flys Low and Hits Hard ' , and you can talce that to the bank.
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One of the original Stellar 7 game screens. The first
product to use the Dynamix 3Space technology.

The 1990's version of Stellar 7 using 256 colors,
digiti:ed VGA graphics and phenomenal sound effects.
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The A-10 Thunderbolt II (aka Warthog)
is known as "the most devastating and
indestructible ground support plane ever built."
If that sounds like your kind of flying machine, then this is your kind
of flight simulator. A-10 Tank Killer put you in the cockpit of this big mean
hunk of steel - an actual digitized A-10 cockpit with an amazingly realistic
instrument panel including working gauges, and a strategic mapping system
that keeps you informed of enemy movement.
As Captain Buck Ryan of the 23rd Tactical Fighter Wing (better known
as the Flying Tigers), you'll fly 7 missions accompanied by your smart-alee
copilot, Jake Styles, and usually one or two wingmen. You'll experience
complex character interaction, including constant feedback from Jake, and
frequent radio traffic in the form of messages from your wingmen, your
Commanding Officer, even distress calls from ground troops in trouble. Each
mission ha its own objective, which you'll learn about in a briefing with
Commander Cord, your tough C.O. He'll brief you again after the mission
to let you know how you did, give you a pointer or two, and fill you in on
further enemy activity (a glimp e of missions yet to come!).
Thi realistic environment is enhanced by full, 256 color VGA support,
Ad Lib and Roland MT-32 supported music and sound effects, intensely real
animated explosions, and a war that continues regardless of your participation. Dynamix recently released Simulation Module #I, an add-on with 7
new mis ions, just in case you survive your first 7 - /didn't.
James Bond, look out - here comes Wolf - David Wolf- and he 's
bad. He' hot, he's cool , he 's smooth with the ladies and rough with the bad
guys. David Wolf is an American secret agent, and he's the best we 've got.
Wolf's next mission i going to take the best he's got. Viper, po ibly the
most deadly crime force in the world, has stolen a top-secret U.S. stealth
fighter, and with it the fighter's designer, the beautiful and brilliant Dr. Kelly
0 Neal. Wolf must overcome impossible odds to recover the jet, and Dr.
O'Neal, before Viper can carry out their threat to nuke the U.S. capitol.
The Dynamix ad for Secret Agent reads "It's unlike anything you' ve
seen ... " , and they mean it. The beautifully digitized and animated story (using
live actors and real sets!) surrounds five action-packed simulation experiences, for an interactive suspense-thriller unlike anything /' ve seen. As I
watched the story unfold , I had the opportunity to battle Viper as the pilot of
an uzi-equipped hang-glider, to drive Wolf's high-tech , fully loaded sport
car in one deadly car chase after another, to experience a potentially fatal
free-fall from 15,000 feet, to parachute drop onto a speeding truck, and
finally, to pilot the elusive stealth jet and engage in an intensely frustrating
battle against a heat seeking missile and several venomous Viper jets before
emerging a hero. Much of this action I didn't survive the first time around,
but Dynamix 's nifty VCR Interface allowed me to 'skip' back to each
simulation scene and try it again. Each event effected the story, and I was
treated to everal possible endings as I played, some less desirable than others
- like watching the White House go up in a cloud of radioactive dust!
As of this writing, Sierra has begun distributing Secret Agent and A-10
Tank Killer, and is looking forward to doing the same for three new products
Dynamix plan to release this year.

Summer 1990
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"A terrific pooling of talents .. .! believe
the two companies will work very well together."
Dynamix President
Jeff Tunnell

RED BARON
This 256 color, djgitized flight simulator is a thrilling historical recreation of flight during WW.I. ln Red Baron, you'll fly up to 12 different,
accurately modeled aircraft on either the German or the European ide of the
war, again t realistic enemy intelligence unrivaled in home computer simulations. Dynamix's 3Space'" 3-D creates a convincing environment using
breathtaking VGA graphjcs, and the exciting original soundtrack take you
back in time a you battle or even become the Red Baron!
STELLAR 7
A decidedly 1990's version of Dynamix' fir t game, this time with full
256 color, digitized VGA graphics and phenomenal sound effects. Take
command of the Raven, an intergalactic war tank, and battle enemies on
seven different world on a mi ion that puts the fate of planet Earth in your
hands. All the excitement of the original Stellar 7, in a truly state-of-the-art
arcade game.
THE RISE OF THE DRAGON
This futuristic, private-eye adventure is a totally new type of interactive
game. As a 21st century private investigator, you 'II wander a city gripped by
evil as you attempt to unravel the darkest, most deadly mystery of your career.
Using a completely 'point and click' interface, this game let you explore a
real-time environment a you pick up and use objects, talk with other
characters, solve intricate game puzzles and do battle in numerous arcade
equence throughout the game. The product of Dynarnix 's new CDS (Game
Development System), Dragon combines animation, interaction, puzzleolving, cinematic torytelling techniques and Dynamix 's VCR Interface'"
for an action/adventure game unlike any you've seen.
We ' re proud to welcome Dynamix, Inc. to the Sierra family. Here'
looking forward to a long and mutually pro perous relation hip with the
common goal of bringing you the best in home entertainment at the high
standard of qualjty you've come to expect.
HEART OF CHINA (Working title)
High adventure comes to your computer screen in Heart of China . The
action begins in revolutionary China, 1930. A reluctant hero "Lucky" Jake
Master , you are rured to rescue Kate Lomax, the kidnapped daughter of a
wealthy American investor. Held by the leader of a war-tom feudal late, her
life is now in your hands. In your mission to reunite father and daughter, you
enlist the aid of a street-wi e ninja, Chi , and set out to torm the kidnapper's
fortre and resue the heroine. You 'II travel through such exotic locations a
Hong Kong, Katmandu, Istanbul and Paris in an adventure that spans the
entire European continent.
With an entirely "point-and-click" interface, breathtaking graphics,
character interaction, puzzle solving, action simulations, cinematic cutaways
and meanwhile screens, Heart of China takes adventure gaming to all new
levels of excitement and challenge!

Red Baron

The Rise of the Dragon

Heart of China
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NEW VERSIONS OF SIERRA CLASSICS
The original King's Quest and Mixed-Up Mother Goose
rewritten for SCI

S

ierra i pleased to announce that two of its most popular and best- elling products of the last six years have now been rewritten
to take full advantage of Sierra 's new SCI technology.
King's Quest I -

Improvements to these titles include
new, improved higher resolution graphic
and better animation. Also, optional music
card support has been added for Adlib,
Roland MT-32 and LAPC- l, BrownWeigh ' GameBlaster and SoundBlaster
cards, and the Tandy's standard three voice
mu ic output.
The new versions of King's Quest and
Mixed-Up Mother Goose require 5 I 2K
and a CPU of at least 8MHz is recommended. The products support all major
graphics cards, but owners of CGA may
want to upgrade to EGA before they
upgrade to the new versions of these
products. CGA support is in black and
white only. Suggested retail prices are
$39.95 for Mixed-Up Mother Goose, and
$59.95 for King 's Quest I.

Summer 1990

Mixed-Up Mother Goose -

new and old

new and old

SPECIAL UPGRADE OFFER FOR
CURRENT OWNERS!
If you currently own King's Quest and/or Mixed-Up Mother Goose, Sierra offers
a special upgrade policy for you. Follow these instructions for your new version:
»

For Kin~'s Quest I, send $20 check or money order (to cover the cost of the
new upgrade and shipping and handling) and either the disk #I or the front
cover of your documentation (new documentation will be forwarded to you).

» For Mixed Up Mother Goose, send $15, check or money order (to cover the

cost of the new upgrade and shipping and handling) and either the disk# I or
the front cover of your documentation (new documentation will be forwarded
to you).
Be ure to include your return address and whether you want 3.5" or 5.25" disks
with your order. Send to: Sierra, ATTN: Fullfillment, P.O. Box 485, Coarsegold
CA, 93644. If sending via UPS, send to Sierra, Attn: Full fillment , 40033 Sierra Way,
Oakhurst, CA 93644.

24 Hour Sierra BBS - (209) 683-4463
Customer Sen•ice (209) 683-8989 Orders 1-800-326-6654
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HOT ACTION GAME FROM JAPAN DEBUTS FOR MAC
Thexder- the Japanese and U.S. Best-seller Moves to the

Macintosh and Macintosh Il
Despite the lack of Sierra's SCI programming language for Mac until September,
Sierra's commitment to games for Mac in-

Thexder
on MACH

tosh begins with new Thexder, an exciting
action game Sierra found in Japan and has
transported to America.
Built around the popular toy concept of
the "folding robot," the main character in the

Thexder action game
is a automaton that
can change from a
Robot to a jet-plane,
and back again, in the
touch of a button.
Thexder offers 18
different levels of hot
and heavy arcade
action, and features
a hot and heavy
oundtrack that will
draw you into the
action.
The suggested
retail price for Thexder
is $34.95.

~

TltElUER + 1fr;

pilot-· · · ~· l!

Drawing llUbmitted by Ben Hyde Michigan. Age 16.

AMIGA ADVENTURERSTREATEDTOTHREENEW
SIERRA ADVENTURE GAMES DURING SPRING
Leisure Suit Ltirry 3, Hero's Quest and new The Colonel's Bequest

ship for the Amiga.
It would put it mildly to say that Space
Quest Ill was Sierra 's largest elling
release of all time. The reaction that game
player have had to Sierra games created
under SCI has been tremendous, and three
more new ones are on the way or in Amiga
owners hands now.
Our bestselling designer, Roberta Williams, offers Amiga owner a different sort
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of entertainment experience with the
relea e of The Colonel's Bequest, the
industry's first interactive play. Loosely
based on a popular stage production caJled
Tamara that has been playing in the Los
Angeles Area for years [now tarring Shelly Hack, of former Charlie's Angels fame],
thjs combination adventure game/murder
mystery and play puts the player in the role
of an innocent bystander caught in a combination family reunion and slaughter.
Definitely not for the weak of heart ....
For those Amiga owners looking for
something completely different in the way
of Sierra offerings. new Hero's Quest merges the best features of both Fantasy Roleplaying and computer adventure formats.
Choose from a fighter, a mage or a thief as
your onscreen incarnation, and try to save
the town of Spielberg.

Last but not least i the long awaited
Leisure Suit Larry 3-Passionate Patti in
Pursuit of the Pulsating Pectorals for the
Amiga. Third in the ever-popular Leisure
Suit Larry eries, by Al Lowe, this
hilarious adult adventure is the first Sierra
game to allow you to switch role in mid
game! Become Larry Laffer and Passionate Patti in an outrageous adventure in
the steamy jungles of Nontoonyt Island.

24 Hour Sierra Hint Lines
Outside California 1-900-370-KLUE I Inside 1-900-370-5113
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PRODUCT SHIPPING

SCHEDULE
TITLE
Codename : Iceman
The Colonel's Beauest
Conauests of Camelot
Hero 's Quest
Hovle's Book of Games
Keeoin2 Un With Jones
King's Ouest fV
Leisure Suit larn ///
Manhumer: San Francisco
Manhumer: New York
Police Ouest II

May 1990

June 1990

July 1990

Atari
Atari
Atari

Amiga

Amiga
Atari
Atari
IBM (VGA)
Amiga
Atari
Amiga
Apple IlE/IlC
Amiga

PLEASE NOTE: Computer software development is a very inexact
science. The projected ship dates above are provided for general information only, and should not be depended on. Sierra On-Line, Inc., and
publishers of computer software in general, have a very poor track
record of meeting projected shipping schedules.
Sierra also has other projects pending. This shipping schedule includes
only those projects that are sufficiently advanced for us to feel comfortable projecting a shipping date.

Summer 1990

Cartoon submitted by David A. Handlong, Arizona. Age 12

24 Hour Sierra BBS - (209) 683-4463
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AN EXCERPT FROM:

Software People:
An Insider's Look at the Personal
Cotnputer Software Industry
The follo wing is an excerpt from the hook

Software People: A11 Insider's Look at the
Personal Computer Software Industry by
Do11glas G. Carlston , p11hlished in 1985 hy
Simon & Sc/wsrer and reprinted with permission. Mr. Carlston is Preside/I/ and co-fo11nder
of Br¢derh1111d Software . He called one section
of his hook ''The Brotherhood" - the nickname for an informal association offriends i11
the software indusrry. A portion of thar chaprer
is reprinred here.

T

here truly wa a sense of brotherhood among the California game
companies, but that didn't mean
we always hared our trade secrets with
one another. Sirius, as the "leading company," seldom shared information with the
rest of u , although we socialized together.
The Sirius people saw us a competition ,
and they wanted to win. Br!l!derbund's
relationship with Ken and Roberta Williams, however, extended much further.
Although we wouldn't have expected
anyone to give u information that had
been obtained at great cost, like the secrets
of the Atari video game machine, we
helped one another when we could.
Ken and Roberta William 's company-On-Line System , or, as it was
called later, Sierra On-Line-constitutes
it own oftware empire up there in the
gold ru h country of the Sierra foothill .
Ken Williams himself is a major part of
anybody's history of the oftware industry.
He ha cooked up and implemented more
idea over the past four year than anyone
else in the indu try, and, as an innovator.
he has no match.
Ken is a big, amiable, slightly sloppylooking man with a congenial twinkle in
his blue eye . His wife and bu iness
partner, Roberta, is tiny in comparison
with him, and in contra t to his aggres ive
and outgoing style she ha to push through
her natural hynes in order to peak out
on matter she feels are important. She ha
strong opinion and i less carefree than

Ken. Theirs is a combination that worksshe channels his raw energy and focuse
his creative ambitions. Although Ken is
the programming talent in the family, they
might never have started their own business if Roberta hadn ' t taken the initiative
to create their first product.
Without Roberta acting as a rudder, Ken
would probably be over hi head in project ,

"Ken Williams
himself is a major
part of anybody's
history of the
software industry.
He has cooked up
and implemented
more ideas over
the past four
years than anyone
else in the
industry, and, as
an innovator, he
has no match."
instead of just up to his neck. A short list
of his achievements-and attempted
achievements-is startling. He started the
distribution company that later turned into
Softsel, the world 's largest distributor of
computer software. He and Roberta added
the fir t graphics to adventure games and
co-founded On-Line Systems. He cofounded one of the first mail-order bu ine es, Calsoft. He co-founded one of the

earliest magazines, Softline . He wrote one
of the first game generator that could be
used by a nonprogrammer. He was one of
the very first publishers to take in venture
capital to accelerate the growth of his busine s. And he got into licensing deals long
before most of the other cottage publishers
dreamed that such marketing activities could
be within their fanancial reach.
As an example of his continual exp loration of new possibilitie , one day in 1982
Ken called me and said that he had a
proposition for me to consider. How
would I like to form a company with him
to put computers and computer software
into hotel rooms? He had done a lot of
thinking about it and suggested that we
meet in Los Angele to try to whip the idea
into shape.
So I flew down to L.A. while Ken and
Roberta drove down frorn their Sierra
foothills headquarters in their big pickup.
They were buying a motorboat and were
planning to haul it back home the next day.
We all wentto a steak hou e and talked about
the plan. Whal emerged was a blueprint for
an intriguing new business that might permit
us to profile our software products for a lot
of bored travelers. However, the whole idea
depended on finding the right person to run
the busine s. Ken clearly didn't have the
time, and neither did I. When we were unable to find the right manager for the business, we let it drop, but the episode gave me
a sense of the way Ken's creative mind
works. He not only comes up with an extraordinary number of ideas, but he pushe
and prods them along until a lot of them
come to fruition.
But our di cu sion in L.A. wasn ' t the
first time we had talked about joining forces. In the ummer of 1981, Ken extended
invitations to about fifty people-including Gary, me, and our i ter Cathy-in the
microcomputer industry to join him on a
whitewater rafting trip down the
Stanislaus River, a beautiful, exciting,

24 Hour Sierra Hint Line
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Sierra riverway that would be buried
forever by a new dam only a few months
after our trip. That trip was the first time I
had spent any time with Ken or Roberta
other than at a trade show, and it was a
pleasure to see them away from the competitive pressure. Of course, it was impossible for fifty computerists to go anywhere
without talking shop, and the river guides
frequently had to shout at u : ' Hey,forget
computers. Look around you!"
The river guides had a point. The river
was extraordinarily beautiful. We had water
fight . We swam and ate and pent our time
in honest sunlight-a refre hing change
from being squirreled away in musty offices
or basking in the midnjght glow of computer
screens. Ken rode down some of the rapids
wrule standing on the bow of hi s raft and
holding the bowline like a prur of rein . At
other times we aU swam through the rapids,
shrieking like kids in the ice-cold water. And
in the evening when everyone gathered
around the campftre, Ken and I wandered off
and speculated about whether or not we
hould merge our two companies. It was
good fun. What was more important to us
than the possibility of an actual merger was
our willingness to consider it in the ftrst
place. 1n effect, the merger discussion were
a way of saying to each other: "l like you and
respect your business and your abilities." We
also shared a desire to be important, and if
merging our companie could make us important in the eyes of the world, Viat might
be reason to at least consider it. The merger
never happened because of geography (we
didn't want to move to the Sierra foothill s
and they didn 't want to move to San Rafael)
and because there were no real benefits to
such a measure (our companies were too
similar). The competitive sides of our personal itie were never too deeply submerged either. On the second day of the
trip. we came to a place in the river where
the water was deep and smooth. and cliff
rose up above the river banks. Ken
hollered: "Stop the boats! We ' re going to
go up there and jump off," and he went
tearing up the cliff. Lots of people followed and tarted jumping into the river
from the cliff. But when f got to the Lop,
Ken and Roberta were still standing there,
looking down. Ken came over to me and
said: "1 ' ve made a big mi stake. How would
you like to do me a favor, Doug? Why
don't we walk down to the boat. If you go
with me, nobody will think anything of it."
" We can jump off this. It' not so bad,"
I ryplied .
Summer 1990

~

Counter-clockwise from left front : Ken Williams. G01y Kofler (Sega) . Doug Carlston, Judy Rabin,
John Heuer (Roberta's father). River Guide. DJ. Williams , Roberta Williams.

"Why don ' t you take a look," he said .
It did seem like a long way down , but
everyone else was jumping off and survi ving. By thi s time my si ter Cathy had
joined us. Cathy is not very afraid of
water-w hen we were growing up in
Iowa, she was voted outstanding swimmer
in the state two years running. Furthermore, she is nine years younger than I am
and was then still too young to have any
sense of her own mortality. She was clearly
ready to jump off the cliff.
I srud to Ken , "Well Cathy will take one
of your hands and I'll take the other, and
I' ll grab Roberta's hand and we'lljump off
together. What do you think?" "Okay," he
aid. We linked hands and headed for the
cliff's edge until Ken put on the brake .
" I' ll do it next time," he said.
So Cathy and I jumped off. It was fun but
not so much fun that we wanted to try it
again, owe djdn't go back up. Eventually
everybody jumped, but Ken and Roberta
climbed back down. Ken aid, "I think my
reach exceeded my grasp. I pushed myself a
little further than l was ready to handle." It
was rude to leave them up there like that. But
it is a fair analogy to our business relation-

ship. We are friends, but the competitive
spirit is never too far away. l doubt that any
of us would do anything that would harm
any of the others, since their opinjon of us
are important. But we all like to win, and
if the other falters, we aren't likely to wait
too long for him to catch up.
In the business arena, when Ken and
Roberta came out with their low-priced
word-processing program, Homeward, he
called us to bet that it would displace
Br~derbund s word-processing program ,
Bank Street Writer, on the charts. In fact,
our vice president of sa le and marketing
at that time, Tom Measday (who is now
president of Avant Garde), bet Ken $500
and lost it three weeks later when Bank
Street Writer temporarily fell to the number two position behind Homeward on the
Softsel chart.
But if Ken and Roberta weren't
gamblers at heart, there never would have
been an On-Line Systems in the fust place.
They would still be in the San Fernando
Valley, living off Ken ' earnings as a
programmer, instead of residing in a
mansion in the Sierra foothill running
their own software empire.
I::..
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The Roland MT-32 is perhaps the finest sound
module available for home computers. Its 32voice synthesizer features 128 preset sounds for
the most enhanced game experience pos ible
today. EASE software package, included, is
designed to help you compose and arrange your
own songs.
Package includes: Roland MT-32 Sound
Module, MIDI processing unit, MIDI cable,
EASE songmaker software, EASE demo.
$550.00
Roland 's new LAPC-1 Sound Card is a full -size
computer card with a full 32-voice synthe izer.
All the music and sound capacity of the Roland
MT-32 on a card. (MT-32 compatible.)
Package includes Roland LAPC-1 Sound Card
and two 8' speaker cables.
$425.00
Creative Labs' SOUND BLASTER card starts
with an AdLib compatible 11 voice FM synthesizer, then adds 12 C/MS and Game Blaster
compatible stereo voices for maximizing the
listening fun of games and other software. Digitally samples voice and other sounds. Includes
MIDI interface and joystick port. (Compatible
with Adlib and Game Blaster.)
Package includes speaker cable, talking parrot
demo, Intelligent Organ music software and
song disks (no musical knowledge required),
Talking Parrot interactive speech demo, VoxKit
sound design oftware.
$239.00
The AdLib Personal Computer Music System
makes your computer come alive with music and
sound. Half-size card featuring an I I -voice ynthesizer, volume control and audio jack. Listen
to your favorite games, or compose your own
music, even if you've never written music
before. The original sound card, and still the best
seller.
Package includes Visual Composer software,
SPJO sequencer, and Jukebox playback program.
$219.95, Card Alone $149.95
And don't forget to check out the special offers
on the back cover of this issue!

SIERRA PRODUCT
OUTLETS

For Canada
For priority air shipments into
Canada, minimum charge is $30.00
for the first Sierra product plus $3.00
per additional item at time of initial
shipment.

Sierra products are available in over
I 0,000 retail outlets in the U.S. and
Canada, and are distributed internationally in over 20 countries. Your local
software retailer is the quickest and most
convenient way to find the Sierra
products you want.
lf you can't find the Sierra software
product you're looking for at your local
software store, you can order it directly
by mail or by phone:

HARDWARE ITEMS
In the Continental U.S.
See the chart for shipping and
handling on the last page of this order
form. These charges include inurance and reasonable packing
materials for shipments of fragile
components. On music card orders,
checks must clear before order is
shipped.

TO ORDER BY MAIL
Please fill out all information on the
order form completely. Include your
check or money order (payable in U.S.
funds only), or credit card information.
Please do not send cash. No COD orders
are accepted. Those ordering from outside the Continental U.S. and Canada,
and those wishing to receive their
products by a priority shipping method,
should note the special instructions
below.

Outside the Continental U.S.
Our International Shipping
Policy applies to hardware items to
be shipped outside the continental
U.S. Please ee INTERNATIONAL
SHIPPING for more details.

Sierra Tour T-Shirt - $9.95

TO ORDER BY PHONE
Please call (800) 326-6654 (United States) or (209) 683-4468
(outside U.S.) between 7 a.m. and 9 p.m. Pacific Standard Time. To
order by phone, plea e have your credit card (Visa, Ma tercard,
American Express, and Discover) and order information ready. We
cannot accept COD or other forms of payment.
Tho e ordering from outside the Continental U.S. and Canada, and
tho e wishing to receive their products by a priority shipping method,
should note the special instruction and charges as itemized below.
(For customer service, please call (209) 683-8989 , 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Pacific Standard Time, Monday through Friday.)

REGULAR SHIPPING AND HANDLING
Regular shipping and handling methods for Sierra product are
delivery by U.S. mail or UPS Ground for the Continental U.S., and
delivery by U.S . mail for delivery to APO, FPO and into Canada. Regular
shipping is free within the continental U.S. and Canada except for
hardware items (see SHIPPING HARDWARE ITEMS).

PRIORITY SHIPMENTS
Within the Continental U.S.
For 2nd Day shipments within the Continental U.S. the charge is $5.00
for the first Sierra product, plus $1.00 per additional Sierra product at time
of initial shipment. Shipping on hardware items is eparate and listed
below.

For Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico
For priority shipments the charge is $6.00 for the first Sierra product,
and $2.00 for each additional Sierra product at time of initial shipment.

Summer 1990

NOTE REGARDING 2ND
DAY SHIPMENTS

Phone orders are entered the same
day. Mail orders are entered the day they are received by Sierra's Order
Desk. Please allow four to six working days for filling your order.

INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING
Due to the large variation in hipping cost for various international
de tinations, and the fluctuating cost of delivery to ome location , all
international orders will be by credit card only. Actual shipping and
handling charges, including a small fee for customs stickers and insurance
(when necessary) will be added to the credit card total on sendout. Most
orders are delivered by air mail/parcel post.
Sierra products are distributed to retailers worldwide. You may want
to consult with your local retailer before ordering from Sierra. Any
questions regarding Sierra 's International Shipping Charges policy should
be directed to the Sierra Order De k (209) 683-4468

THE SIERRA NO RISK GUARANTEE
If you are not completely satisfied with any product you purchase from our
catalog, for any reason, return it within IOdaysand we will promptly exchange
the item or refund your purchase price. A software product is only as good as
the company behind it. For more than ten years Sierra has been making quality
oftware for use in homes, schools and businesses. We stand behind our
software with product warranties and customer support which exceed normal
industry standards, to maximize your utility and enjoyment of your microcomputer. We thank you for your support. Hardware item like the Roland MT-32,
LAPCI, AdLib, Game Blaster, the Soundblaster and Gravis products are
provided by other companies for resale by Sierra. While Sierra attempts to
insure the value of these items, it makes no warranties or claims for them above
thoseoftheoriginal manufacturer. Sierra will refund or exchange any hardware
item provided it is returned within I 0 days in its original packaging.
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DISK UPDATES
AND
REPLACEMENf

(256K required unless noted). All products are
shipped with both 3.5'' and 5 .25" disks enclosed.
support EGA , CGA , VGA, Hercules Monochrome ,
MCGA (PS2) and Tandy Graphics modes , unless
noted. All 512K anies su ort music cards .
Price

49.95
49.95
69.95
49.95
69.95
29.95
39.95
39.95

II

Mixed-u Mother Goose
The Black Cauldron
Gold Rush!
Atari ST Double-sided Disks

software products. If
your Sierra software

Kin 's uest IV
Hero 's uest -Summer
Colonel's Be uest - Summer
Con uests of Camelot - Summer
Manhunter-San Francisco

i 1---~'-'-"'--==-""-"""-"'"--"'"----------1--""!-"-~'""':~_,,_;~ 1

products should stop
49.95
working for any reason,
59.95
Sierra will replace it.
59.95
Just send your Disk #I
49.95
along with $5 for the
59.95
5
5.25 disks or $10 for 11------i-~~~~==~=~~
N=
E~f--W
=9~.9~5c..;1
NEW
59.95
the 3.5 disks.
39.95
If we upgrade or
59.95
otherwise alter a proLeisure Suit L
59.95
gram which you own, it---~ Keeping Up With Jones, (5 I 2K)
39.95
we will send you the
Summer - MCGA, VGA only (no Tandy
upgrade for a $I O.OO
Graphics Supporr) 720K 3.5'' and f .2 meg

49.95
49.95
49.95
59.95
49.95
49.95
59.95
49.95
59.95
29.95
39.95
59.95
49.95
49.95
39.95
14.95
34.95
34.95

5.25" disks enclosed.

fee. (Watch the Sierra
New s Magazine for
in formation
on
software upgrades.)
If you update or
replace a program
within 90 days of the
purchase date, you pay
nothing at all.

Oil's Well 512 K _Fall
Manhunter -New York
Manhunter - San Francisco
Gold Rush!
Mixed-u Mother Goose
Mixed-u Mother Goose 512K - Fall
Thexder**
NEW
512K
128K

DISCLAIMER
Please allow up to
four weeks for delivery.
Some items may be out
of stock or not available for shipment at the
time of thi s publication.
Sierra may refuse any
order for any reason.
Prices, including stated
shipping charges, may
change without notice.
All checks and credit
card s are s ubject to
verification before orders can be processed.
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34.95
49.95
49.95
39.95
29.95
39.95
34.95
34.95
59.95
34.95
14.95
19.95
69.95
69.95
49.95
49.95

Leisure Suit L
II - Winter
Manhunter - New York
Manhunter - San Francisco
Gold Rush!
Cham ionshi Boxin * I 28K

* 3.5'' 1101 suppor1ed and not hard disk ins1al/ab/e .
** Hercules 1101 supporled.
*** EGA/VGA only (high density disks only)
****Full 256 color VGA

Kin
Kin
uest Il
Kin
uest m
Manhunter - New York

49.95
49.95
49.95
49.95
49.95
49.95

Leisure Suit L
Gold Rush!
Police uest
Mixed-u Mother Goose
Manhunter - New York
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64K

59.95
59.95
59.95
59.95
49.95
59.95
59.95
59.95
59.95
59.95
34.95

NEW

49.95
49.95
49.95
49.95
49.95
49.95
39.95
39.95
39.95
49.95
29.95
49.95
34.95
14.95
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Item

The Black Cauldron
Leisure Suit La I
Manhunter - New York

I em

Black Cauldron
Mixed-U Mother Goose
Gold Rush!
Manhunter - New York
Manhunter-San Francisco-Summer

49.95
49.95
49.95
49.95
49.95
49.95
49.95
29.95
39.95
39.95
49.95
39.95
34.95

Sierra Video Cassette Catalo
NOTE: Music Demo & Video Cassettes are provided for
shipping and handling charges, shown above. Charges
above are for U.S. and Canada . International shipments
are sub ·ecr to International Shi in Polic .

49.95
49.95
49.95
59.95
59.95
59.95
49.95
49.95
59.95
39.95
59.95
59.95
49.95
59.95
39.95
29.95
39.95
49.95
49.95
34.95

Code Name: Iceman - Summer_ _-+-_~9~.9~5__,,
The Black Cauldron
9.95
Leisure Suit La I
9.95

Sierra
currently
employs 11 representatives who work
full-time answering incoming calls for customer support. They can
be reached any timt!
during regular West
Coast business hours by
calling (209) 683-8989.

CUSTOMER
SUPPORT

Price

9.95
9.95
9.95
9.95
9.95
9.95
9.95
9.95
9.95

Summer 1990

SIERRA
TELEPHONE
SUPPORT

Price

129.95
Game Blaster*
425.00
LAPC!*
239.95
Sound blaster*
550.00
Roland MT-32 Sound Module*
650.00
Roland MT-32 Micro Channel *
NOTE: We recommend that all MT-32 and LAPC I
orders he placed by phone to insure the proper model
for your computer is shipped. At minimum. please call
800-326-6654 prior to ordering ro verify the order

Total
Quantity

Please enter TOTALS here and
TOTAL AMOUNT on next a e

Gravis Products are
described in detail
on the back page.

24 Hour Sierra BBS - (209) 683-4463
Customer Service (209) 683-8989 Orders 1-800-326-6654

Total
Amount

Sierra customer service represen tali ves
answer technical questions on Smart Money and
HomeWord productivity
products, and will handle
any que tions you may
have about other Sierra
products. Should you
have any questions
regarding an order you
have placed directly with
us, the Customer Support
Department will be happy
to help you.

TECHNICAL
SUPPORT
Technical upport is
also contacted through the
(209) 683-8989 telephone
number. Technical support people will work with
you to solve problems
with hardware compatibility or disk
problems. If our oftware
doesn't work with your
hardware for any reason,
our technical support staff
will solve the problem, or
your money back.
We guarantee it.
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SIERRA CATALOG ORDERS

Total Merchandise
California residents add 6.50% sales tax
(California FPO/APO must include tax)
Massachusetts residents add 5% sales tax

P.O . BOX 485 , COARSEGOLD. CA 93614

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL

800-326-6654 (U.S.)

Priority Shinning and Handling (optional)

7 A.M. TO 9 P.M . (PST) Monday through Friday

Hardware Shipping and Handling

From outside the United States call 209-683-4468

Free MS-DOS software with any music card order

SHIPPING AND HANDLING

Offer end> March 31. 1991.

: U.S. AND CANADA
: Software
: FREE regular shipping and handling, except for hardware items

: (please check one)

D
0

, For FASTER service, priority hipping and handling i available for
: an additional charge:
D UPS Priority (phone number required)
(
)

Continental U.S.
Alaska, Hawaii . &
Puerto Rico
Canada

$6.00
$30.00

$2.00
$3.00

City

M

L

XL

Zip Code

Stale

'

'

Daytime Phone Number. including Area Code
(Required for credit card orders: desired for all orders)

2nd Day Air

Add res

Apple lle/Ilc+/La er 128 D Atari ST
Apple IIGS
D Apple Macintosh

D

PCJR

Commodore Amiga

Zip Code

State

City

METHOD OF PAYMENT

D
D

Due to the large variation in shipping co ts for variou international
de tinations. and the nuctuating cost of delivery to some locations,
all international orders will be by credit card only. Actual shipping
and handling charges, including a mall fee for customs tickers and
insurance (when necessary) will be added to the credit card total.
Most order are delivered by air mail/parcel post.

COMPUTER(S) OWNED:

SHlP TO (if different from above)
Name

• Software and Hardware

PS/2 Model 25 & 30

IS

Circle the size desired
ORDERED BY

Address

: INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING POLICY

D

I.

Free T-SHIRT if your order totals $75 or more
Offer ends December 31, 1990; postmark January 31, 1991

$1.00

UPS Ground

IBM and compatible

Circle one: Silpheed

other music card

$5.00

Roland MT-32
$12.00
$20.00
Ad Lib Music Card
$6.00
$ 10.00
Game Blaster
$6.00
$10.00
LAPCI
$6.00
$ 10.00
Soundbla ter
$6.00
$ 10.00
Gravis Joystick
$3.50
$ 6.00
Gravis Eliminator cards
$2.50
$ 4.00
Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico and Canada
International Shipping Policy applies (see below)

Tandy I000 Series

An~

ame

Continental U.S.

D
D
D
D
D

2.

Each
addiriona/ producr

: Hardware

•
•
,
'
•
•

Enter product names

Roland MT-32
Select any two games from the
order form.

Hoy/e"s Book of Games

U.S. Mail or D UPS to Continental U.S.
U.S. Mail to APO, FPO and Canada

Firsr
producr

TOTAL PAYMENT

Check/Money Order (payable 10 Sierra On-line Inc.)
Visa D MasterCard D American Express D Discover

Account Number

I I I I I I

ITJ;ITJ

Expiration Date

Authorized signature (required for credir card orders)

Number of Sierra products owned _ __
Do you have a mouse?
YES _ _ _ _ NO
Do you have a hard disk? YES
NO
Do you have a modem?
YES
NO
Do you have a joystick?
YES
NO
Do you have a music card: YES
NO
If yes, what brand?
What type of graphics card do you have? _ _ _ __

IBM owners, will your machine accept (check those
applicable):
5.25" 1.2 meg _ _ 360K _ __
3.5"
1.44 meg__720K _ __
What is your computer's internal processing speed?
AT_ XT_ 286_ 386_ I don 't know_
Whal is your computer·s memory capacity?
256K_ 512K_ 640K_ I+ meg_ I don't know_

CONT[ UE NEWS MAGAZINE? Do you wish to continue 10 receive the Sierra News Magazine at your home? If so, please complete this form and mail it to us
as soon as possible. (NOTE: This will not be necessary if you have sent in a Sierra product registration card in the la l 12 months.)
Last Name

Fir I Name

City

State

Country

Telephone (Area Code)

Zip Code
Customer# (see label)

24 Hour Sierra Hint Lines
Page 60

Outside California 1-900-370-KLUE I Inside 1-900-370-5113

Sierra News Maga: ine

PRODUCT

UPGRADES
We will gladly upgrade your program. Disk upgrade is free for the first 90 days or product ownership. After 90 days there is a $10.00 handling fee. For the fastesl service, simply mail the original Disk# I of the program to us in a regular envelope (unprotected ), along with either a copy of your ales receipt or the handlin g fee and a
note detailing your computer hardware. We will get !he upgrade 10 you right away. The address is: Sierra On-Line Inc .. P.O. Box 485. Coarsegold , CA 93614. Attention:
Returns
VERSIO #
& How to find it

*

INTERPR ET ER #

REA SO

AMIGA
Black Cauldron
King Quest I
Kings Quest II
Kings Quest Ill
Lei sure Suit Larry
Leisure Larry II
Space Quest I
Space Quest JI

2.1
I.OU
2.0J
2. 15
1.05
1.003
1.2
2.0F

ALTO
ALTO
ALTO
ALTO
ALTO
ALTO
ALTO
ALTO

2.333
2. 180
2.316
2.333
2. 176
1.000.004
2.179
2.328

AMlGA 500 ISSUE
REMOVE COPY PROTEcnON
REMOVE COPY PROTEcnON
REMOVE COPY PROTECTION
REMOVE COPY PROTECTION
AMIGA 500 PAL SUPPORT
REMOVE COPY PROTEcnON
REMOVECOPYPROTEcnON

I.OM
1.0Q
2.0F

CTRLV
TITLE SCREEN
CTRLV

0.080
.071
.099

PROGRAMMING REVlSION
PROGRAMMJNG REVISION
REMOVE COPY PROTEcnON

1.002

ESC&
ABOUTLSL2

1.001.008

MT-32 SUPPORT ADDED

2.0H
2.0B
1.5
2.7

OPTION D
OPTION D
TITLE SCREEN
/A

2.007
1.007
/A

PROGRAMMlNG REVISION
HANDCUFF PROBLEM IN BAR
PROGRAMMING REVISIONS
ADDED SAVE GAME &
IMPROVED JOYSTICK

2.01
2.0C
2.0R
2.14
1.05
1.22
2.2
2.0F

SELECT THE
GLOBE ICON
THEN SELECT
"ASK ABOUT"
FOR VERS ION
NUMBER

1.78
1.50
1.50
1.52
1.55
1.79
1.64
1.73

ADD MAC SE-30 SUPPORT
COLOR ON MAC II
COLOR ON MAC II
COLOR ON MAC II
COLOR ON MAC II
ADD MAC SE-30 SUPPORT
COLOR ON MAC JI
HARD DISK INSTALL

2.0B H
2. 14

TITLE SCREEN
ESC
/ASK ABOUT

N/A
2.936

ADDED FEATURES
MCGA SUPPORT

Kings Quesl IV AGI 2.3
Kings Quest IV SCI 1.006.004

3.002.086
0.000.502

Heras Quest
Leisure Larry LI
Homeword II
Manhunter S.F.
Police Quest 11

0.000.056
0.000.490

2.9 17
2.936
0.000.490

HERC MONO/PCJR SUPPORT
l IERC MONO SUPPORT/
WATER FALL PATCH
PROG RAMM ING REVIS ION
HERC MONO/PCJR SUPPORT
AXED MEMORY PROBLEMS
DISK SWAPPING PROBLEMS
ADD HERC MONO, PCJR
& GAMEBLASTER SUPPORT
PCJR & GAMEBLASTER
SUPPORT ADDED
MCGA SUPPORT
MCGA SUPPORT
PROGRAMMING REV ISION

N/A

1.2 MB DRIVE SUPPORT

APPLE Ile/Ile
Leisure Suit Larry
Space Quest I
Space Quest II

See
PRODUCTS FOR YOUR
COMPUTER
page 46
for news of
Mixed-Up Mother Goose
and
King's Quest I

ATARI ST
Leisure Larry 11

13 Million Dollar Winner!

APPLE Ilgs
Kings Quest IV
Police Quest I
Smart Money
Thexder

NIA

MACINTOSH
Gold Rush
Kings Quest I
Kings Quest II
Kings Quesl Ill
Leisure Su it Larry
Manhunter NY
Space Quest I
Space Quest ll

MS-DOS
Helicopter Sim.
Kings Quest lfl

Silpheed

1.00 1
1.002
1.11
TITLE SCREEN
3.03
ALTD
1.002.0 11 ESC
/AS K ABOUT
2.4
TITLE SCREEN

Space Quest I
Space Que t 11
Space Quest m

2.2
2.0F
I.OU

Thexder

REV.C

Summer 1990

ALT D
ALT O
ESC
/ ASK ABOUT
N/C

NIA
3.002. 149
0.000.490

NIA

David Nevin and his nine partners won 13 million
dollars in the Illinois State Lottery and they did
it with Lotto Logic®.
" On October 14, we won the Illinois State
Lottery using Lotto Lo$1c®. We picked the only
first place winner for 13 million, one second
place winner for $2, ODO and two third place winners for $70 each - all this on just five lottery
cards by using the power of Lotto Logic® and
the Dr. Bradley System.
" Overall, Lotto Logic®is a comprehensive, user
friendly, no nonsense lottery program for the serious
lottery player. ''
David Nevin, Anderson , Ind .
Complete testimonial available an request.

LOTIO LOGIC® is the only computer software
system that has produced a major win in a lottery. (Documented 6 out of 6 using numbers
actually picked and wheeled by the program.)
LOTIO LOGIC'" is a combination of advanced
mathematical theory and state-of-the-art computer technology. The program utilizes the exclusive Trend Line Analysis, developed by Dr.
George Bradley. LOTIO LOGIC has a user
friendly menu system loaded with features like:
... Data base for 28 state lotteries included
... 74 different wheeling systems
... Check your tickets
... Easy-to-update data bases
... Play any lottery
There are many LOTIERY programs on the
market but only Lotto Logic produces major
winners - Just ask David Nevin!

ORDER NOW. JUST CALL 1-800-433-6960
or (206) 391 -7817
or send $79.95 plus $2.00 shipping & handling to:

24 Hour Sierra BBS - (209) 683-4463
Customer Sen•ice (209) 683-8989 Orders 1-800-326-6654

MACTON INDUSTRIES INC.
17371 N.E. 67th Court, Suite 211
Redmond , WA 98052

I I

..

-2.Jwtelrslotdeltveq WA~atoaik18141""51U

VISA

-
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This cartoon came to us from West Germany ... by FAX!

Collling
Next Issue

Submitted by Klaus DahJem

A Preview of:

King's Quest V
Space Quest IV

SIERRA'S
TOP TEN
BEST SELLERS

Translation:
Diagnosis: Advemure Fel'er
Greetings from Sierra-Freak

.January I - April 30, 1990

Sierra will be at the following Trade Shows
over the next few months.
June 2-5

CES

Chicago

AMI-EXPO

Chicago

September 13-15

One Computer Show

Honolulu

September 14-16

Applefest/Computerfest

San Francisco

September 15-18

World of Commodore

Valley Forge, PA

June

29-~uly

l

COl>LNAME Jcc111a11
C1111q111•sts 11( Ca111l'l111
C11!1111cl's Bc1111cst
I/em's Q11cst
Lcis11rc S11i1 Lari'\' 3
S11rccria11 - Mas/£'/' Sce11ari11
Space Quest II I
King's Quest I\ ·
//11rfr's /J1111/.: 11f'G11111l'.1
R11fa11d MT-3:!.

Come by our booth and say hello.
24 Hour Sierra Hint Lines
Page 62

Owside California 1-900-370-KLUE I Inside 1-900-370-5113

Sierra News Maga:ine

Another Great Game From Japan

15 ADVENTURES IN 0 E
GREAT GAME
NEW LEVELS
OF GAME REALITY
Create up to 20 characters and watch
them grow in power and ability as they
meet the challenge of each quest They'll
even mature in appearance as they earn
the experience that comes with years
of adventuring.

I

f you enjoy the action of arcade
games and the challenge of
role-playing games, you'll love
SORCERIAN. Sierra and Nihon Falcon
bring you Japan's Best-selling adventure
game-with 15 thrilling cenarios,
characters you create yourself, and over
I 00 magic spells to use against more that
600 enemies, SO RCERIAN i the most
exciting Japanese import yet.

NEW DIRECTIONS
IN GAME PLAY
Use wits, mu cle and magic against a
wide spectrum of enemies, from fantastic
dragons and mon ters to evil orcerers
and wicked thieves. 7 magic elements
combine to form powerful magic spells.

WHERE NO GAME
HAS GONE BEFORE
Stunning graphics and an original
soundtrack from Japan help make
SORCERIAN one of the best gaming
experiences around. 15 separate
adventures make it a game you can pl ay
again and again. SORCERIAN- a
facinating new dimension in
computer games!

Once in aWhile, Someone Makes Us an
Offer We Can't Refuse!
The folks atAdvancedGRA VIS Computer Technology have recently made it possible for Sierra to present you with a line of products
we're ure you'll like; Gravis Analog, a precision joystick that can take what you dish out, and Eliminator Game Cards'", the game
card with guts. We're sold on this stuff, and here's why ...

Gravis Analog Joystick

Eliminator Game Cards"'

The Ultimate Joystick Adaptor Cards

"The World's Best Joystick"
Fred Blechman
Computer Shopper

Nobody is harder on a joystick than Sierra' own Quality
Assurance department We've tried those other joysticks, and
frankly, they just don't stand up to much. Gravis, on the other
hand, is alive and well after nearly a year of 'round the clock'
abuse. Furthermore, the Gravis joystick is unsurpassed in its
smooth. precision control, which you adju t to preference,
and its wide, solid base helps keep it stationary, even during
your most ferocious battles.

To get the most out of your Gravis Analog Joystick, you'll
want to check out the Eliminator and Eliminator MCA game
cards from GRAVIS. Eliminator, a dual port adaptor, includes an external potentiometer adj us tor (adjust your
joystick' s reaction speed automatically!), and 'GravTest'
Calibration software (centers your joystick and tests firing
buttons). Eliminator MCA, a single port adaptor. has all that
and its compatible with all Micro Channel computers.

Who Could Ask For More?

fill\
fREEi

ORDER AGRA VIS JOYSTICK AND GAME CARD FOR MS-DOS
AND GET A FREE COPY OF
DA YID WOLF: SECRET AGENT, A $49.95 VALUE

SEE PAGE 59 TO ORDER
TOLL FREE

ORDER NUMBER
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